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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A large part of geometry is concerned with the study of differen­
tial manifolds. Hence one of the most fundamental ргоЪІетз for the 
geometer is to classify differential manifolds up to isomorphism. To 
make things more manageable one restricts attention to manifolds with 
the homotopy type of a given manifold Я of dimension n. 
The classical approach to this problem is as follows: 
one considers maps f : M -»• N with some extra - so-called "normal" -
structure, which is present in the case where f is a homotopy-equiva­
lence. One divides these maps into equivalence-classes under bordism, 
which is a homotopy problem. Then one tries to do surgery to modify a 
given map, inside its bordism class,in order to get a homotopy-equiva-
lence. 
This process meets an obstruction s(f), which takes its values in 
the Wall group L (G), functorially associated to the fundamental group 
G of N. The value of s(f) can be read off after doing low-dimensional 
surgery on M, in order to change f into a highly-connected map, viz. 
as the stable class of a quadratic form over the group ring, Z[G] , 
defined by taking intersections and self-intersectionr of spheres in M 
(in the case that η is even). 
A natural question to ask then is: how does this manifestly impor­
tant quantity s(f) behave under various constructions which can be per­
formed on the map f? One of the most fundamental operations which can 
be imagined is to take the cartesian product with some fixed manifold V. 
In studying this situation one is obstructed by the fact that the 
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map f χ id : Μ χ V ->• N x V is ir. general not highly-connected if f is. 
Hence one has to modify Μ χ V again in order to Ъе able to read off 
s(f χ id). In general it is not at all clear how the result of this 
depends on the original data. For this reason no general formula is 
known which expresses s(f χ id) in terms of s(f) and (hordism-) in­
variants of V, except in the simply-connected case G = 1. 
We take a closer look at L. (G). An element of it is a class of 
2q 
quadratic forms, and from these one is able to construct some algebraic 
invariants. Most well-known are the invariants of the type "signature". 
They in fact only depend on the induced quadratic form over I R [ G ] . In 
this case one has the advantage that the quadratic form does not in 
fact depend on the "normal structure". For this reason this case has 
been extensively studied. 
Another type of invariant, which Arf was the first to consider, 
appear when one reduces coefficients to IF„ instead of IR. One is led 
to the more subtle situation of quadratic forms in characteristic two. 
Furthermore the ring IFptG] is not necessarily semi-simple, as is the 
case with I R [ G ] ; and in applying the algebra to the geometrical situa­
tion one no longer has the advantage that the "normal structure" is 
immaterial. 
This is the situation we study in this thesis. We try to solve the 
problems involved in the "Arf part" of s(f) by giving a definition of 
it which does not presuppose the map f to be highly-connected. This is 
a problem raised by L. Shaneson in [12]. We do this for the case G is 
finite; however it gives information for infinite G by applying it to 
finite quotients of G. 
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To accomplish our goal we generalize the technique used by 
W. Browder [3] in the simply-connected case, which is based on a 
construction of a quadratic form using algebraic topology instead of 
the geometric technique of self-intersections. To this end we have to 
study equivariant algebraic topology. 
The overall organization of the material is as follows. Chapter I 
provides the necessary equivariant algebraic topology. Chapter II con-
tains the construction of our quadratic form and the proof of some of 
its properties. Chapter III contains the proof that this form deter-
mines the "Arf part" of the surgery obstruction s(f). 
We now present a detailed description of the contents. In chapter 
I, §1-b we recall the construction and elementary properties of the 
equivariant homology theory and cohomology theory, due to G.E. Bredon 
[1] and Th. Bröcker [2], and generalize these mildly. 
In §6 we generalize Steenrod's cohomology operations to the equivariant 
case and show that the generalized operations have properties similar 
to those of the classical operations, and in addition possess some 
properties which have no classical counterpart (6.U. and 6.5·)· 
In §7 we consider functional cohomology operations in the equivariant 
case, prove a general identity (7.2.), and calculate the result in a 
non-classical example (7.3·)· 
In §8 we briefly recall the equivariant obstruction theory of 
G.E. Bredon and apply it to deduce a property of the functional opera-
tion associated to the equivariant Steenrod operation. 
In §9 we prove a further property of this functional operation, direct-
ly» by constructing some intricate homotopies. 
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In §10 we generalize Cech cohomology to the equivariant case, to com-
plete the picture formed by Bredon's cellular and Bröcker's singular 
theories; in §11 we use this to state the properties of the Poincarl-
duality and Thom-isomorphism in an equivariant setting. 
In the first section of chapter II we use among other things, the 
immersion theory of Hirsch [?] to construct from a "normal map" 
kl· IC" f : К •* N a G-equivariant map с : S a •* S :'. defined on some suspension 
of the universal covering space of N. 
In §2 we make a detailed comparison between the equivariant cohomology 
of с and the homology of f. In §3 we consider a functional Steenrod 
operation constructed from с and we show that the properties of this 
operation proved in chapter I imply that it gives rise to the polar 
part of some quadratic form. This quadratic form is defined on the 
equivariant cohomology of the map с with coefficients in the semi-
simple ring B, constructed from IF0[G] by dividing out the Jacobson 
radical; in so doing we avoid algebraic difficulties. 
In §U we prove that this form behaves in a natural way with respect to 
inclusions of normal maps and we show that its stable class is an in­
variant of bordism. 
In the second section of chapter III we construct a map with 
prescribed surgery obstruction in such a careful way that we are able 
to calculate our quadratic form for it in III.3, only using the natura-
lity and bordism properties. It is shown that in the case at hand, we 
get precisely the reduction of the surgery quadratic form to B-coeffi-
cients. 
According to the outline of the proof given in III.1 this implies that 
that the same is true for any normal map. 
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CHAPTER I 
EQUIVALANT HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY THEORY 
§ 1. Introduction of sene cateRor.es. 
1.1 
In this section we define some of the basic notions we will work 
with. The material in the first five sections of this chapter not re-
ferring to pairs of groups has been taKen from [ 1 ] and I 2 ]. 
In this chapter G will always denote a finte group. 
Let 0 denote the "orbit category", the category with 
objects . sets witn a transitive action of G and a basepoint, and 
morphisrs · equi variant naps, not necessarily oasepomt-preserving. 
This category is equivalent to the category With 
objects · subgroups of G, and 
morphisms : equivanart maps of tne corresponding sets G/K. 
Let Q denote the category with 
u 
objects : sets with a transitive action of G, and 
morphisms : equivariant maps. 
Let M denote the category with 
G 
objects · sets with a G-action, and 
morphisms . equivariant maps. 
Finally denote by 'M the category with 
u 
objects : sets S with a transitive action of G together with a section 
s of the projection S ·> S/G, and 
morphisms : equivariant maps, not necessarily preserving this section. 
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1.2. 
Let A denote the category of abelian groups and homomorphisms of 
abelian groups. We denote Ъу С resp. С the categroy with 
υ 
objects : covariant resp. contravariant functors (L, -»• A, and 
morphisms : natural transformations of functors. 
We will call an element of С resp. C- a covariant resp. contravariant 
coefficient system. 
Let f : G/H •* G/K be a morphism in П.. Say f(H) = aK, then 
h aK = h f(H) = f(hH) = f(H) = aK hence a - 1h a e К for h € H. 
This means that f factorizes into a translation and a projection: 
-1 
G/a 1Ha »-^  G/K 
In particular Mor(u/H,G/H) = НС!!)/!!, where N(H) denotes the normalizer 
of H in G. Hence a coefficient system yields N(H)/H-inodules for every 
subgroup H of G; 
л 
С corresponds to right modules and С corresponds to left modules. 
G 
1.3. 
A functor M : Q •* A of course yields a functor Q_ -»• A. 
On the other hand let M be a functor Q_ -»· A. For each s,t € S e Q- there 
is a !λ, morphism f , : (S,s) •* (S,t) corresponding to the identity 
mapping of S, hence there is M(f ) : M(S,s) •* M(S,t). 
Now we take the projective limit: M(S) = {(x) £ Π M(S,s)|M(f )x = χ }. 
ses
 s S 
That yields a functor 0„ -*• A. 
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An element of AL resp. 'M splits canonically as a SUIT, of orbits 
lying in (L, resp. 0_. Hence a functor M : Q- -> A yields a functor 
ΣΜ : M„ ->· A with the property that ΣΚ(ΐΐΧ. ) = 9 (ΣΜ(Χ, )), where u denotes 
Λ Λ 
disjoint union. In particular we have, for invariant subsets T. and T„ 
of S: 
M(T1 Π Τ ) = ΣΜίΤ^ Π ΣΜ(Τ ) and 
Μ(Τ1 U Т 2) = ΣΜ(Τ,) + ΣΜ(Τ2) as subgroups of EM(S). 
^.h. 
We can prove things about additive functors N from M to an addi­li 
tive category by proving them for a certain universal category, through 
which such an N factorizes. 
Let FM be the category whose 
objects are : the free abeliar groups FS generated by elements S of Μ , 
G 
and whose morphisms from FS to FT are: the elements of the subgroup of 
the group Hom„(FS,FT) of equivariant homoirorphisms which is generated 
u 
by M.-ncrphisnis. FM„ is an additive category. 
There exists an obvious functor F from M_ to FM„ and for every 
li u 
additive functor N there is a unique functor N8 such that N = (N8) o F. 
We define N8 on the object FS as K(S); to define N8 on morphisms it is 
sufficient to consider the case that S and Τ are orbits; it is then 
easy to check that N8 is well-defined by assigning Σ N(f.) to Σ f., 
iei 1 iei 1 
where the f- are M.-morphisras from S to T. 
1-5. 
More generally we can consider the following situation: 
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Let φ : К •* G be a fixed homomorphism of groups and define 0 to be the 
Φ 
category consisting of the quotients G/K and H/L and equivariant ir.aps; 
H-equivariant from H/K to H/L, or from K/L to G/K; G-equivariant from 
G/L to G/K; none from G/K to H/L. 
An arbitrary morphisir. is a composition of a translation, a projec­
tion and possibly a nap induced by φ. Hence a φ-coefficient system 
(i.e. a functor 0 •* A) is determined by 
Φ 
a G-coefficient system Κ , 
. . Η 
an H-coefficient system Ν , 
and homomorphisrr.s Nh(H/K} -»· №(0/фК)Гог each К с Η. 
Η с 
For each S £ M., we get N (S) and for each Τ € HL we get Ν (Τ) , and 
h G 
moreover a homomorphism NU(T) •* И (Τ). 
Let M, be the category with 
Φ 
objects : pairs (S,T) such that S € M,, and Τ £ M. and Τ is invariant in S. 
h G 
The norphisms are : equivariant maps of pairs.' 
Again an arbitrary object can be split as a sum of orbits of H of 
the form (S,0) and of orbits of G of the form (T,T); hence an additive 
F Γ 
functor N on ΑΓ is determined by the N'(S) = N(5,(2) and N (T) = N(T,T) 
Φ 
for S e HL and ТЕМ,,; in fact: 
,.,„ -. HH(S) 9 ΗΕ(Τ) .
 η ι K(S,T) = canonically. 
diagonal image of Ν (T) 
Again there exists a universal additive category FM and a functor 
Φ 
F : M •* FM , through which all such N factorize. Its objects are pairs 
(FS.FT). 
Applying N to the equations: (T,0) II (S-T,(3) = (S,0) and 
(T,T) u (S-T,0) = (S,T) we deduce that the following sequence is 
lit 
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( split-)exact 
С •* NGÍT) •* Γ.(5,Τ) ->• Nb(S)/NH(?) * 0. 
We can also see this by applying N to the exact seqaence 
0 -*- (FT,FT) •+ (FS,FT) •* (FS,0)/(FT,0) -> 0. 
In the case that Η = G it ^s interesting to consider only those N 
for wh-LCh N = 0, universal for then is the category with objects the 
groups FS/FT. 
1.6. 
η 
Let M be a right G-roaule, that defines И £ С^ by 
Mie/H) = V irod span {irh-m | m ζ M, h € l· » and 
M(i) = the canonical projection К(С/Н) ->· Мее/К) for ι G/H •* G/K 
the map xH •* xK, M(i) = the irap M(G/4) -»· M(G/g~ hg) irappmg χ to xg 
for ι the map G/H •* G/g" Hg mapping xH to xHg = xg g~ Hg. 
Let M be a left G-nodule, that defines M € C„ oy 
G 
M(G/rf) = {m С M I hm = m every h € H} and 
M(i) = the caron-cax mclusior M(G/KÎ -»· K(G/H) for ι . G/F •* G/K the 
map xH -* xK, M(i) = the map M(G/g I-g) ->· M(G/^) mapping m to gm for _ 
the map C/F -* G/g Hg nappirg xH to xFg. 
Note that,although left- and right modales over G are in bisection 
— 1 G by gir = mg , there is no such relation betweer С and С . 
G 
§2. Singular homology theory. 
2.1. 
Let Top be the categroy with objects topological spaces w^th a 
G 
continuous action of G, and morphisms equ^variant continuous maps. 
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Ve will write simply Top in case G = 1. Sinilarly, given a honcmorpnism 
φ : Η •* G of groups, -here is a category Top, witn 
Φ 
ob.jects : pairs (X,Y) such that X € Top^. and Y £ Top an H-invari ant 
subset, and morrhisr.s : equivariant continuous maps of pairs. 
Tnere is a functor 3 : Тор„ •*• M„ defined ty 
η \j 4j 
S (Χ) = {continuous rraps : u -+ Χ}, Δ being the standard n-sinplex. 
S (f) meps σ to f o σ. In case G = 1 we vili write S . 
Similarly, there is a functor Top •* M defined by 
SJ(X,Y) = (S¡;(X),S°(Y}). 
Given V £ CG and X £ Topn define Μ (χ) Ъу У (Χ) =Σί'(3"'(Χ)) = 
G η η η 
= У 8 FS (X). Tiis is called the r. singular chain group of X with 
η 
coefficients in M. If (X,Y) is a pair in Top and f £ С" we define 
G 
M (X,Y) =EMSG(X,Y) = M8F3 G(X,Y); then the sequence 
О •+ M (Y) -* M (X) •* У (X,Y) -> 0 is exact. 
π η η 
Similarly for (Χ,Υ) € Тор
л
 and N E C * , Ν (Χ,Υ) = Ν β FS* (Χ,Y) is 
Φ η η 
defined and the sequence 
0 + NG(Y) •+ Ν (Χ,Υ) -> KH(X,Y) -> 0 is exact. 
η η η 
From now on we will write С and С for FS J resp. FS ; or С if 
η η η η η 
G = 1. 
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г.?. 
Tc deduce Droporties of these ona η groucs fгот these of the 
classical chain grcjps we use the following 
THEOREK [ ? ]. 
Let Ζ € 7"0f„ -Viith trivial G-action, then every natural tranbfor-
u 
iration α С (Χ) -* С (Ζ χ У) y i e l d s a n a t u r a l t ransformation 
η η 
a
C
 С
и(Х) •* C J(Z χ ΧΪ for Χ € Τογ
η
, and s i r u l a r l y 
Π IP Li 
α
Φ
 ^(Χ,Υ) •* СФ(2 χ Χ,Ζ χ Υ) for (Χ,Υ) € Top . 
η Π φ 
P r o o f Let j £ S (Δ ) be the idertity napping, then a(j) = Σ η а 
for some a € Ρ (Ζ χ Δ ) That yieías raturai transformations 
3 (Χ) ->· S (Ζ χ X) Ъу σ •* (loL χ σ)οα , for Χ € Top- these are eaui-
η m ¿ ι L 
variant because they are natural, hence they yield natural trarsfor-
mations a G SG(X) •* SG(Z χ Χ). Then a G = E г a G FSG(X) ->· FSG(Z χ Χ) 
ι η m ι ι η τι 
is the transformation of the theorem. 
Furthermore aj = («",α°) sJ(X,Y) = (sJtX),SG(Y)) - sj(7 χ Χ,Ζ χ Y) 
is natural hence yields ο . η Γ η 
In particular (take Ζ = point) the classical boundary operator 
d С (X) •* С , (X) yields d G CG(X) ->• C G .(X) and hence 
η η n-1 η η n-l 
Μ Θ d G м β CG(X) •* Y 8 C G , (X), that is M (Χ) •+ ^  Лх) 
г η n-l η n-l 
DEFIIITIOU. HG(X,K) is the homology of this complex (M
+
(X),M β d G ) . 
Similarly one has d and hence Ν β d Ν (Χ,Υ) -* N ЛХ,У) and 
η η г n-i 
Η*(χ,γ,Ν) for (X,Y) e Ton , н е с * 
η φ 
The properties of this homology thecrj are stated in the following 
ТНЕОЯЕУ. Let ¥ € CG. 
l) Η (f,M) IS a functor on (pairs in) Top.; from now on ve will denote 
IT 
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HG(f;K) Ъу f,. 
2) If f- and f. are equivariantly homotopic then (f«)* = (i-·])*· 
3) For a pair (X,Y) in Τορ„ there is a long exact sequence: 
.. •* Κ^(Υ;Γ) - Н^(Х;У) •* H^(X,Y;t') * Κη_ι ( Υ' Γ) * ··· 
h) On ÇL, H ( ;K) is equal to У for n=0 and to 0 for n^O. 
5) Let U = {U. I i € 1} be an eauivariant covering of X G Top. such 
1 Lj 
that X = U int U.. Denote by FS (il) the subcomplex of FS(X) 
iei 1 
generated by the σ : Δ η -* X such that σ(Δ ) с U. for some i. Then 
the inclusion FS(U) •* FS(X) is a chain-equivalence. 
In particular: if (X,Y) is a pair in Tcip„ and if W с Y is G-
u 
invariant such that V,' с int Y, then the inclusion (X-W,Y-W) er (Χ,Υ) 
/-> 
induces isomorphisms in Η ( ;M). 
Similar statements are true for Η (Ν € С*): 
i) Іг( :Κ) is a functor on Top,. 
2) If f- and f1 are homotopic through Top morphisms then (fg)*
 =
 t-i'*· 
3) For ( Χ,Υ) € Top, there is a long exact seauence: 
Φ 
.. 4- H°{Y;KG) - H*(X,Y;N) •+ H"(X,Y;N H) + ... 
1*) НФ(5,Т;Ы) = 0 for n/0 and for discrete S and T, 
H*(S,0;N) = HJ(S;K H) = KH(S). 
H*(T,T;N) = F Q ( T ; N G ) = HG(T) and 
H*( ;N) on the inclusion (T,0) <= (T,T) is eaual to the map 
О 
NH(T) -* NG(T) given by N. 
5) If U = {U. I i € 1} is an H-equivariant covering of X such that 
U Π Y = {U· Π Y | i C I J i s a G-equivariant covering of Y then the 
inclusion FS(tl,(l Π Y) •+ FS(X,Y) is a chain-equivalence. 
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^п p a r t i c u l a r xf (Χ,Υ) € Тер. and i f л' с v is G-mvanant such 
Φ 
that V' с m t Y ther the canonical map 
ί-^ ίΧ-.',Υ-Μ,Ν) -f Ι^(Χ,Υ;Γ) xs an isomorphi'"- for »ach η. 
For the proof of the first half of tms theorer we refer to [ 2 ] , 
the proof of the second naif is cuite sirula'1'. In fact it is a direct 
application of the first theorem in t m s suhsectioi. 
2.3. 
Vie shall have occasion to benefit from the foilc-ng notaticnal 
convention. For invariant parts X. and X 0 of X £ Top we define 
ι ¿ ti 
SG{X1)X2} to be SG(X1) U SG(X ), which is contained in, but in general 
smaller then S (X L Xp). applying the functors f, Γ β and the homology 
functor ve find Η ( {X- ,X?},}'). Sir^larly for invariant parts X and 
X 2 of X € Top and for Υι,Υο
 É
 ^^G l n v a r : L a n t P a r t s с ^ X-i "esp. Xp 
there is defined H*({X,,X2},{Y1,Y2};N). 
Part 5 of the last theoreip states that tn 0 canonical map 
HG({X1,X2};1v) ->· h
G(X1 U X ,M) xs an isororphis-n, for open X, and X 2. 
The sane can be said for relative groups, by using the fі е-1е"и"а. 
In particular: 
HG(X1,X1 Π X2;M) = K
G({X1,X2},X2,r) = H
G(X1 U X2,X2;i')) 
the first equality by using the Noether-isonorphisrr on cram level. 
53. Singular cohomology theory. 
3.1. 
We define a contravariant functor L : M + С by L(S)(G/F) = F(S ), 
the free abelian group generated by S = { s £ S | h s = s every h € Η} , 
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with tbe obvious values or rorphisr"-,. 
According ΌΟ [ 1 ] C^ is эт a.\^± аг с at ego r\ , .n rart-cuiar there 
is defined an abeliai g-rouO Tra^ÍLÍ?) ,t') for ary '^ € C,. 
Vve defire the n" singular со^ иг group of X € Τι f- with values ±r 
M e с. to ъе c!î(y,r') = Tref·;: о ε^ίχ),"). 
Lr L г 
Similar ly t h e r e i s a functor L on ", such t r a t 
Φ 
L(S,T)(G/K) = F(/) ana L'^,TH^/V) = T[^) etc., 
hence for ÎI £ С there is a proap T^af (US ,1 ) ,Γ) , and we car define 
Φ 
c"(X,Y,K) = rraf(L о S*(Χ,Υ),F). ïcr φ = id or Y = 0 or v = X tris 
φ η 
reduces t o the forrrer a e f i n - i o r . 
Fror now or we derote L о S" t v _^ ard L о S Ъу ,^ . 
η г η ^ η 
3.2. 
LEWA. [ 1 ] . 
li(S) is always a projective object of С , and L(S,T) one of С. . 
u ф 
P r o o f . Ve note that L is additive, pence it is sufficient to check 
the staterert for an orbit. 
i) given the situation ^IS where S = G/K it is sufficient 
-» E 
to find a lifting of F(S ) 
-^ B(G/K) A(G/K) 
n ) ar orbit of (S,T) is of the fon (S,0) cc (Τ,Τ), hence the problem 
reduces to situation (i) for 4 or G. _ „ „ 
C.E.D. 
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This means that the exactness of 
0 ->• L(T) -ι- L(S) -> L(£)/L(T) •+ 0 
inplies by application of Hcnf ;f') the exactness of 
0 - c£(X,Y;M) * C^(X;M) -* С^(У;У) •* 0. 
Similarly one deduces from the exactness of 
0 -* L(T,T) - L(S,T) -v L(S,0)/L(T,CÍ) - 0 
the exactness of 
0 •* c|j(X,Y;MH) •* C^(X,Y;H) -* c£(Y;KG) -> 0. 
Furthermore ve remark that the L(S) constitute "sufficiently many" 
projective objects for the category С [ 1 ]. This reirark will make the 
u 
construction of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces for Top- possible. 
3.3. 
In analogy with the first theorem of 1.2.2. we have: 
THEOREM. [ 2 ]. 
Let Ζ £ Top
r
 with trivial G-action; then every natural transfor­
mation α : С (Χ) •* С (Ζ χ X) yields a natural transformation 
η m 
a
G
 : LG(X) ·+ LU(Z χ Χ) for X Ç. Top„, and similarly 
η m ь 
α
φ
 : Ь
Ф(ХД) ->• L*(Z χ Χ,Ζ χ Υ) for (Χ,Υ) E Top,. 
η Ш φ 
P r o o f . Obvious. Kote that S (XK) = S (Χ) Κ. 
η η 
From this it follows at once that the С (X;fí) form a cochain com-
plex and that the thus defined functor н"( ;M) on Top. has properties 
similar to those listed in the second theorem of 1.2.2. for Η ( ;M). 
The same can be said for н"( , ;K) on Top . 
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5ч. The c u p - p r o d u c t . 
4 . 1 . 
Let G, and G. be groups and let ", : 0_ •* A and '"_ : Q- ->• A 
1 ¿ ι u 1 ¿ Tjp 
Ъе со- or cor.Lravariant coefficient syster.s; then ve find a coefficient 
system Г/, 8 V for C^ χ G 2 by the шар P^ . x G * Qç x QQ "* A mapping 
(G, x G2)/H througn C-,/ρ^ χ G2/p2E to f'^G^p^î) β У 2(С 2/р 2Н). 
From S, e !>L and £„ 6 iL we can form S. χ S 0 £ M_ „„ and io, d b 2 ι ¿ 1 2 
L(S1 χ S2)(G/H) = FÍS, x S 2 ) H = F(S^¥· χ S 2 P2 F) = FS. P1 H 8 FS 2 P2 H = 
= L S ^ G ^ H ) β LS2(G2/p2H) = ;LS I β LS2)(G/K) i.e. 
LfS χ S2) can be identified with LS1 β LS 2. 
In particular for S, = ^ ^ ( X ^ and S 2 = S
 G 2 ( X 1 ) , where X1 ε TopG 
С χ G« 1 
and Xp £ Тер , so that we can identify S 1 χ Р^ with Ρ
 1
 tí(X1 x Xg), 
G.,xG0 G.xG- G. - G„ 
we g e t : L 1 2(X1 χ Xj = LP ' ^(X. χ X_) = LS^'tXj Θ LS^(X„) = 0 n 1 ¿ η 1 2 n i η ¿ 
С Г-
L
n
1 (
v « Ч»· 
In analogy with 3.3. there is the 
THEOPF.". A natural transformation of functors on pairs (X^Xg) in Top 
α : С
п
{Х
^
 C
m
( X 2 ; - CV
{X
^ ® C q ( X 2 ; 
induces a natural transformation of functors on pairs (Χ,,Χρ) where 
X, € Top and X0 6 Top : 
1
 4, 
α : L J Í X . ) β L ^ Í X p ) -^  L ^ Í X . ) І ^ 2 ( X p ) . 
n i m ¿f ρ i q ¿ 
P r o o f : as i n 3 . 3 . 
G, ^ G« 
Firstly this tells us that L+ (X ) 8 L^ (Xp) has the structure of 
a chain complex. Secondly we can apply it tc the classical Eilehberg-
Zilber chair, map (then η = m = ρ+α ) , its homology inverse, and the two 
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hcmotopies of the two compositions with the identity. Hence there is 
a generalized Eilenber-Zilber map and it still is a chain-equivalence. 
k.2. 
We can use the foregoing to construct a crossproduct in cohomo-
-ogy: 
н£ (Х^М^ β н£ (X2;K2) 
Г с 
H(Hom(L 1 ( X J ^ J β Hom(L 2(X0);.M„)) 
ρ Π 1 q ¿ ¿ 
Γ G 
H(Hom(L ^Х.) β L 2(X9);t-'1 β M„)) 
H(Hom(L
n
1>< 2(X1xX2);M1 β Μ2)) = К^ χ(} ( Х , ^ ; t\ β ^ ) , 
where the third map is induced from the aforementioned E.Z. chain map. 
In case G. = C„ = G say, we can view G as the diagonal subgroup 
of G χ G, and by restricting to G we get a map to Η (X1 χ Хг;^ β Mp)· 
Finally in case X. = X„ = X say, we can apply the cohomology of the 
diagonal map X -»• Χ χ X, and we get the cup-product map into Η' (X;M1 β Mp) 
This cup-product has the classical properties of associativity 
and commutativity, for instance: 
y U χ = (-l)PqT(x U у ) , 
where Τ is the coefficient map NL § M_ ->• M 2 β M1 mapï ing a β b to Ъ β a. 
We can construct a map as above for the category Top,; however it 
Φ 
has its values in an equivariant cohomology group involving a quadruple 
of groups. However, applying the group diagonal we find a crossproduct: 
H^X^Y^M,) β H £ ( X 2 , Y 2 ; M 2 ) - H^
+
'
1(X1 χ X 2, Y1 x Y 2; Μ, β Mg), 
and in case X- = X„ = X applying the diagonal of X we get a cup-product: 
Η^Χ,ΥίΜ^ β H°-(X,Y;M2) •*• Hj+q(X,Y ;M1 β V2) . 
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5 5· The cap-product. 
5.1. 
Let M<G1 )C-p> be the category with 
objects: pairs (S.jS^), where S.. € M and £0 € M^ , and viti· 
"
 1 G1 ¿ u2 
ir.orphisns: pairs {ί\,ΐ0), where f. is a H morphism and f. is a ,M„ 
ι ¿ ι Lr ¿ ij_ 
morphism · 
Let F.\I<G1 ,Gp> be the category with 
objects: free abelian groups FfS. χ S 2) = FS, β FS„ where 
(S^Sg) E M<G1,G2> and 
morphisir.s: homomorphisns lying in the subgroup generated by the hono-
morphisms induced by M<G1,G„> morphisms. 
We can view a iM<G1,G0> morphism as a M -, morphism, and in case 
1 2 
G1 = G- = G as a M„ morphism. Similarly for FM<G1,Gp>. 
In analogy with the first theorem of 2.2. we have: 
THEOREM. [ 2 ]. 
Let a : C^X.,) 8 C
m
(X 2) •+ С (X,) 8 c aí X2'
 Ъ е a
 natural transformation 
of functors on pairs in Top; that yields a natural transformation of 
FM<G1,Gp> valued functors on pairs (Χ.,Χρ) with X. £ Top and 
Xp £ Topn : 
2 
FS Vx.) 8 FS
m
2(Xp) •* FE \x.) 8 FS^ÍX,) . 
η 1 m ¿ Ρ 1 1 2 
Again one can take the Filenberg-Zilber map as an example, or 
rather its homotopy inverse (the case p = q = n+m), identifying 
Gì Gp G. χ Gp 
FS (X,) ® FS q (X2) with FS p' ¿(X1 χ X 2 ) . 
This yields a crossproduct in homology: 
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Κ ^ ί Χ ^ Μ , ) β Η
η
? ( Χ 2 ; Γ 2 ) 
с с 
H
n+m
(t
'
:
- ® F S * 1 ( X r β "2 8 ге*2*^ = 
H
n+m((M1 β ΐ ' 2 ) β ( F s J í X ^ β FS^2(X2)) 
κ
η+π
( ί Γ
'ι
 ê
 "г
5 β
 FS
*
1><G2íxi * V ) = Kn!¡ 2 ( χ ι x χ 2 ^ ' · δ " г 5 · 
vj i Go 
given Г. £ С and М
р
 € С 
5-2. 
If we would bave a natural slant-product 
G-i χ 
Η ^  p+q H? (X^K) β  \
 2(X1 χ X„;M
1) - К 2(Х„;Г2) 
Li
 1 I P + Q * I- Ч. '-
then, Ъу applying it to the case ρ = q = 0 and X. and X„ of the form 
C;1/H1 resp. Gp/Hp, we would find pairings 
ΝίΟ,/Η,) β Г1(01 χ G2/H1 χ Η2) •* M
2(G2/H2), 
which are consistent with respect to (L, and Q- morphisms. 
1 ? 
1 G ιxGp о ^ p 
On t h e o t h e r h a n d : i f we a r e g i v e n N £ C_ , M £ С , M £ С 
1
 2 
and c o n s i s t e n t maps N ^ / H j β M (G χ G 2 / H 1 χ Η 2 ) -* Μ ( G 2 / H 2 ) we 
can construct natural maps 
φ : Hom(L(S);N) -»· Hom(EM1(S x Τ) ,ΣΜ2(τ) ) according to [ 2 ] , and 
using this a slant-product: 
^ / V 1 ^ β ΗρΐΓ 2 ( Χ1 Χ Χ2 ;' , 1 ) 
H(Hom(LS ^XjjN) β (Μ1 β FS 1 2(Χ. χ Χ0))) 
ρ 1 p+q 2 
Γ* ρ ρ 
H(Hom(LS ''(Χ^^) « (Μ1 β (FS ^ Х ^ β FS 2(Χ2)))) 
Η(Μ2 β FS(i
2(X2)) = Η α
2(Χ 2;Κ
2), 
where the second map is induced by the Eilenberg-Zilber chain map of 
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the last subsec-ion. 
If we snecialize to the case (i.=O
n
=G and consider slart-products 
Η^ίΧ,,Γ) β F G (Χ, χ Xo,"1) •+ Fu(X0,t"
2) only, tnen consistent pairings (j ι ρ+α ι £- α £-
K(G/?) β f»1 (G/") •* K 2 ( G / H ) are recessary ard sufficient. (See [ 2 ]). 
In the case X. = X„ = У, co^posit or >ith the homology of the diago­
nal X -> Χ χ X yields a caü-prcduct 
"Ρ(Χ,Ν) β 4° (Χ,Μ^ •* FG(X, <2). 
G p+o α 
5 3. 
Consicer the follovirg situation 
X.E TOO and Y- an invariant part of X , 
1 u
 1 I I 
X £ Ток1- and Y„ an invariant part of X 0. 
Since the Eilehberg-Zilber map is natural we get a sum of eauivanant 
гаю s 
G1 G? G1 G? 
Ξ (Χ.) χ S^ (X„) •* S^ (Xj χ Б
л
 (XJ such that 
r 1 η 2 ρ l α ¿ 
Ρ о с
 ο 
S
n
1(X 1) χ S n
2(Y 2) L S n
l(Y 1) χ S^
2(X2) maps to 
Gp^X,) x S^2(v2; U -p
1iY ) x S°2(x2), 
and we get a natural transformât J. on 
GixGp GixGo 
F(Sr £'(X1 χ X 2 ) , S r -{Χ, χ Y 2, Y 1 χ X?}) * 
- ^ VV X Í ^ ^ ^ Sp1(Xl5 ^ ' a ^ V L í^l1 X Sc2(X2!)· 
Since moreover $ extends to а map 
H o m U ^ . T ^ . N ) •> FoirtM1 8 F(S1 χ S 2,S 1 χ T 2 V T 1 χ Sg) ,M
2
 8 F(S2,T2)) 
we get a slant-product 
Я ^ ( Х 1 , У 1 , К ) β F
 2
u 1 x Хз.СХ, χ Y 2,Y 1 χ х2},м
1) -* Η ( ΐ
2(χ 2 )Υ 2,Μ
2), 
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and for G. = G« = G and X.. = Xp = X a cap-product: 
Η ^ Χ , Υ ^ Κ ) β Η^
+α
(χ,{Υ1,Υ2};Ν'
1) - H°(X,Y2;M
2) 
Ir. case (Χ,Υ.,Υρ) is an excisive triad ve nay replace 
Е
р
+
а
( Х
» ^ 1 - У 2 } ^ 1 ) Ъ у Η ρ
+ α
( Χ
'
Υ 1 ·-' Υ2' Μ ΐ )· 
One can also construct cap-products in the Top case; but ve 
Y 
vili not go into the details. 
5.1*. 
One can easily check that the evaluation map φ : 
Hom(L(S);N) β ΣΜ1(5 χ Τ) •* ΣΪ·2(Τ) is natural with respect to MQ mor-
phisms g : S •* S' , h : Τ -* Τ'. Together with the fact that the 
Eilenberg-Zilber map is natural and some properties of the homology 
functor this yields the comicutativity of the following diagram and 
hence the fact that the slant product is natural. Similarly for 
the cap-product. 
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н£(Х;К) 8 Ηρ + α (Χ х Υ-У) «- НР(Х' ;К) 8 Н° (Χ χ Y; ! ' 1 ) 
υ p+q -9. l í í X ^ N ) 8 H \ (Χ' χ Y';M Ο ρ+α 
I 
H(cP(X;N) β (У1 β F S ^ (Χ χ Y) ) ) « — H Í C ^ X ' ; Κ ) 8 (f·«1« Κ?Γ' (Χ χ Υ))) > Н ( с 5 ( Х ' ; К ) 8 (У 1 8 F S ^ (Χ' χ Υ ' ) ) ) 
G ρ+α G ρ+α u ο+α 
Ε . Ζ . 
Ε. Ζ. naturality of the Ε.Ζ. nar F . Ζ . > 
нЭ 
гч 
•я 
H(cP(X;N) 8 ( У 1 в (FSGX β FEGY) ) )•«—iKC^ÍX';: ΐ) 8 ( ν Ί β (FCGX « FPGY) ) ) - » Г( С ^ Χ ' ;ІІ) β ( м 1 » ( F S ^ ' χ F G G Y ' ) ) ) " 
Hit·' 2 β FS G (Y)) 
α 
p p · " ' G ' " · ' - γ 
n a t u r a l i t y of t h e eva luat ion mar I 
-^. H i t ' 2 « F C ^ t Y ' ) ) 
α 
5-5. 
:ΗΑΡΤΞΗ I 
Tne slant-product is stable i.e. the follov'r.g diagran coroiutes: 
нР(х,л;іО » i,4J (x * -, X x EU/' * Y; " ) G p+o 
ΚμΧ,Α;Ιΐ} 8 H 0^ (X х Υ, {Χ х Ь, Ä χ Υ};Γ' ) = — 
0 D+o slant 
-вэ 
H¿(X,A;N) β Η° ({χ χ Γ,Α χ Υ} ,Α χ Υ; У·1) 
Η£(Χ,Α;Ν) » Η 0^ .(Χ x Β, Α χ Β; !!1 ) 
slant 
-> HJ(ï,B;!f) 
α 
-> Η" .(В;У) 
α-
[ 5 ]. 
ReOreser.t ζ Ε H G (Χ χ Υ,ίΧ χ Ε, Α χ Y} ;ΐ'1 ) Ъ 
p+q 
z ε l··1 8 F?^ (X χ Υ,{Χ x Β, Α χ Υ}), which in turn is the iir.ag-e of p+q 
a £ Μ β FS G (Χ χ Y). p+q 
Represent η e κ£(Χ,Α;Ν) Ъу y £ Hom(LSG(X,A);K). 
Ο Ρ 
1 η 
Now 3ς is represented by 3s = a+b say, where a e >< β Г£^
+
 (Α χ Y) 
and b e M 
v+o 
Χ χ 3 ) , since z vas a cycle. This corresponds under 
the Kcether isoir.orphisn to b, which represents an element of 
Γ 1 
Η ,(Χ χ Β, Α χ 3;У ). Finally the slant witn η is renrescnted Ъ 
p+q-1 
ф(у Θ ì.Z.(b)), where φ denotes tbc evaluation and Β'.Ζ. the Eilenbers-
Zilber map. 
To calculate 3(n^)we remark tnat ф(у β Κ.Ζ.(s)) is an element of 
Κ
2
 θ FSG(Y) mapping to the right element ф(у 8 E.Z.(z)) of 
О с С 
У β FS (Y)/FS (В) representing η/ζ; hence 3(η/ζ) is represented by 
Э(у β Ε.Ζ.(s)). 
Since the evaluation map is natural it commutes with 3. By definition 
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of the boundary operator Э on a tensorproduct 
Э(у β Ε.Ζ.(s)) = У β 3E.Z.(s) since у was a cocycle. Furthermore 
3E.Z.(s) = E.Z.3s = E.Z.(a+b) = Ε.Ζ.(a) + F.Z.(b) since F.Ζ. is £ 
natural chain map. Finally ф(у ® E.Z.(a)) = 0 because 
P.E.D. E.Z.(a) € У1 8 FSGA 8 FSGY 
Ρ q 
Similarly cap is stable: 
H^(X,A2;N) β Ηρ + α(Χ )Α 1 U A 2;M
1) 
ΗΡ(Χ,Α 2;ΙΊ) 8 Нр+а(Х,{А1,А2};У
1) 
183 
H ^ ( X ) A 2 ; N ; Θ Kp+q_1({Al,A2},A2;l·'
1) 
r e s t r i c t i o n 
ν 
K^(A1,A1 Π A2;N) 8 Hp+ q_1({A1,A2},А2;У1) 
cap 
-> Η^Χ,Α,;!-·2) 
r.oether 
F^fA Α Π Α · Ν ) 8 Η (A A П А - M Ì 
K G l 1 ' 1 2 ' ' p + q - 1 1 ' 1 2 ' ' 
-ί.,ΐΑ,;·«
2) 
Also a more complicated stability theorem like 12.20 in [ 5 ] is 
true for equivariant cohomology. In proving it following the lines of 
loc.cit. it is clarifying to put in some homology-groups involving the 
{ } symbols, as has been done in the above proof. 
§6. Steenrod operations. 
6.1. 
We recall a few facts regarding the construction of the Steenrod 
squaring operations as can be found in [13 ,p.271-275.] 
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The complex C^tX) β C
+
(X) admits an action of CU = {1,T} by chain 
¡raps, given by T(a 8 b) = (-ΐ)Γα-Γ; 8 a) for a e C^X) and l· e С (X). 
There exists a ccmplex V'^  given by: 
V/ = span (e ,e') for η >_ 0 
d(e ) = (-l^die1) = e . + (-l)ne, , for η > 0 and d(e.) = d(e!) = 0; 
η η η-1 η-1 0 0 
this complex is acyclic and adirits a free action of C 9 given by 
Te = e'. 
η η 
There exists a natural Cp-ecmivariant chain transforiration: 
f : w
* β C
+
(X) ·+ C^tX) β C #(X), uniquely determined up to a natural 
homotopy. This f can be viewed as a seauer.ce of natural transforma­
tions 0, : C
+
(X) •* С
ф
(Х) ® C#(X) satisfying the ecuatior.s 
dD k = D k_ 1 + (-l)
k
 "Ό
ν
 -, + ; - 1 ) к Dkd for к > 0 and 
dD0 = D0d; 
the correspondence is given by Dfe(x) = ft e, 8 xi. 
According to some variant of theorem 1.2.2. this yields natural 
transformation , satisfying the saire identities: 
D. : LG(X) -»· LG(X; 3 LG(X) for k, n, p, and q such that k+n = p+q. 
κ η ρ о 
Consider the map £q, : 
Hom(LG(X);r) —=-: > Eom(LG(X) ;M) β Honi(LG(X) ;I') 
η diag. η η 
Honi(LG(X) в Ь С ( Х ) , м 5 м ) ^ H o m ( L G .(ΧΪ,ΜβΜ). 
η η ¿η-κ. 
η 
Since a cochain с G Hcm(L (X);M) is given by the values of the c(o), 
ρ 
where σ € L (X)(G/H), we can say that Sq, is defined Ъу the fornala: 
η ~κ 
<Sqkc,a> = <c 8 с,0χσ> € Mio/H) 8 У{С/¥) for 
с £ Kom(LG(X);I-') and σ € LGn_k(X) (G/H). 
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9 
For К £ С define C't' τ,ο te +he coefficient svsten such that 
lS^r)(G/FN = N'(3/4) « N(G/FVcpar(a β t ± - R a) with tne cbvjoas 
* 2 
values on irorphusiis and let г ne the carcnical projection f" β M -* S К. 
РЯОРСЗІТІС^. г с Sc rraps cocycles to cocvcles and cohoundaries to co-
toundaries ard on cocyc^es it 1s additive rodulo cobourdaries (nere 
± = (-i) n^). 
P r o o f . We prove on^j too Tirst statement. 
Let с £ Ηο·η(ΐ/\Χ),Γ) such that 6c = С and let σ С L^ , (Х)'С/ч) 
η ¿г—г 
then <;-1)1'бРа^с,о> = <( -1 ^ Са^с ,do> = <1-1)ІГ с 8 с, 3yäa> = 
= <с 8 с, dDko - Dk_1o - -М Ίϋ],_1σ>, 
vhere the first terir <(c 8 c),D,o> = 0 anc 
the thxrd term <(-l) (c 8 c),TD σ> = (-") T<c 8 с,D σ> s can­
celled by the second term aite"1- aDplyirg p. 
Hence τι о ST inauces a irán on cohoirology level 
n-K 
Sak ^(X,v) -> Γ^ΙΧ,Γ^ν), vhere ± = (-1)*. 
These considcratiors ein Ъе extended to the cateÉror\ Тер, without 
Φ 
further effort. 
6.3. 
These Steenrod scua^-ng operations nave pronerties similar to those 
of the classical Pteenrod operations 
0 2 
1 ) Sq is the coefficient nap I' •* S
+
t' mapping a to a 8 a. 
2) SqSc = p(c L c) for с € Ι^(Χ,Μ). 
3) Sakc = 0 for с e Н^(Х,м) m case к > s. 
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h) Let u € Н^ (X,A;K) and ν E Н^ (Y,B;F) and let (Χ χ Β, Α χ Y) Ъе 
1
 к
 2
 i 
excisive in Χ χ Y; then πδα (u χ ν) = Σ Sq u x SqJv where π is 
the canonical coefficient map S (Μ β Ν) •* S Μ β S Ν. 
P r o o f . 
1) Since for the classical D. on C, (X) ve have ϋ,σ = σ β σ according 
to [13,р.271+], the same is true for the generalized D. . 
2) Follows fron the fact that D. = (E.Z. nap)(diagonal map). 
3) Is ohvious. 
h) Is proved by paraphrasing the proof in [ 13 ] of the corresponding 
statement for the classical operations, as we have done already for 
their construction. - _ _, 
Remark: According to the argumentation in [Ι^,ρ.2-3] it follows from 
(U) that the Sq commute with the cohoundary operator in the long exact 
sequence of a pair, and hence with the suspension isomorphism. 
6.1*. 
We are going to prove a property which has no classical counter­
part. 
2 
For M € С define Λ M to Ъе the coefficient system such that 
(Л^М)(С/Н) = span(a β Ъ ± Ъ β а) с Mie/H) β Μία/Η) = (Μ β M ) ( G / H ) . 
Hence there is an exact sequence: 
0 ->. Λ^Μ •+ Μ β M •+ S^M •+ 0; 
the Bokstein operator appearing in the corresponding long exact 
sequence of cohomology will be called B. 
THEOREM. The following diagram commutes up to a factor (-1) : 
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Н£(Х;М) 
S<I 
-+ н"+к(Х;5^М) 
H 
Sq 
n+k+1 
k+1 
(X;S 2M) 
„n+k+1,
 v
 .2,.ч 
-^ Η (Х;Л
+
М) 
where 1 ± Τ denotes the obvious coefficient transformation; ± 
- 1 ) ' 
P r o o f . For χ € Η„(Χ;Μ), represented Ъу t h e cochain c , 
KJ 
Sq χ is represented by ρ о D , (с β с), hence В о Sq χ by 6D (с β с). 
On the other hand (l ± T)Sq k + χ is represented by (l+(-l) T)D* (c β c) 
Nov we have <(1+(-1)kT<D* ^c β c),a> = 
= <c » c,D ,
 1σ> + (-l)
kT D .(c β c),a> = 
V+ri 
<c β c,D ,
 1σ> + (-1) <c β с,TD ,σ> = 
Π—Κ
—
ι η—К 
c,dD
n
_ka> + (-1)
k+n
-
1D
n
_kda> -1) 
k+n-1 
<6D .(с β с),σ> 
η-k 
because the first term vanishes since 6(c β с) = 0. Q.E.D. 
6.5. 
One can iterate the result of the preceding subsection. 
2 
For M € С define the coefficient system A M by the formula: 
G — 
(A2K)(G/H) = kernel of ( 1 ± T) Г Mio/H) β Mio/H) ->· Mio/H) β Mio/H). 
We have a commutative diagram: 
H" + k + 2(X 5S +
2M) 
HJj(X;M) 
.n+k+1 
k+1 Sq 
(x;S2M) 
1+T ->H 
n+k+2, 
х,л!м) 
+ 
Sq* 
1±T 
-* H"+k(X;S2M) 
н>-Н 
G 
В 
.n+k+1 (Х;л34) 
-H^ k + 2(X,A ±
2M) 
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Неге С is the Bokstein operation associated with the exact sequence 
0 •+ A
+
M •*• Μ β M •+ Λ^Μ -+ 0 and j is the obvious coef­
ficient map. 
к k+2 
This means that there is a relation between Sq and Sq ; 
k+2 к 
j о (1 τ Τ) о Sa = С о В о Sq . Kence if we go further, from 
2 . . . 
A
+
M to Μ β M, then the composition vanishes; so certainly the Sq 
vanishes after multiplication Ъу 2. 
§7. Functional operations. 
7.1. 
Consider φ : Η •* G as in 1.5. ; let X С Top„, Y e Top„ and let 
f : Χ •* Y Ъе an H-equivariant continuous map. Denoting the cone on X 
Ъу CX we have (Y I' „CX,Y) £ Tern . Hence for any N e С
л
 there is a long 
f Φ Φ 
exact sequence: 
Í H £ ( Y U
 fCX>Y;NH) - HJ(Y U fCX,Y;N) - H£(Y;N G) 1 ... 
Now we can identify H"(Y U XX,Y;E^) with H^"1(X;NH) and using it, 6 
η Ι π 
corresponds to f о R, where R is the transformation Н-ί ;N ) •*• H„( :N ) 
u π 
given by N, as we see from the diagram: 
»· H^(Y U
 fCX,Y;N
H) 
f* 
^ 
%-\ 
Y;NG) 
f*R 
X;NH) -^ · H|J(CX,X;N H) 
Hence abbreviating Hn(Y U ,CX,Y;N) to H"(f-,N) we find a long exact 
φ î φ 
sequence 
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-> H^(Y;NG) f . R H ; ( X
;
N H ) i Hj + 1(f
;
H) 
If ω is a cohomology operation of degree к which is defined for 
Top, and which is stable then ω connects two long exact sequences to a 
Φ 
commutative ladder. Examples of this situtation are coefficient homo-
morphisms, Bokstein operations and Steenrod squaring operations. 
HJJ-VYJM 0)
 f+ H£-
1(X;N H) J HjCfîN) t H£(Y;N G)
 f- H^(X;NH) 
H^+k-1(Y;MG) n+k-1 H (Х-У) * Hf
k(f;M) І Hf k(Y;M G) Hfk(X;MH) 
Chasing this diagram we see that δ ω j defines a homomorphism 
from the subgroup ker ω Π ker f R of Η (Y;N ) to the quotient coker 
((i)„,f*R) of H f " 1(X;(^). Henceforward this will be called the 
η π 
functional operation ω„ associated to ω and f. 
Of course there is also a functional operation in the case that only 
one group G is involved. 
7.2. 
Let ω and Ώ be stable Top cohomology operations such that 
Φ 
Ω ο ω is defined and equal to 0 and consider the following situation: 
X € TopH, Υ ε Top,, Ζ e TopG, f : Χ -»· Y a TopH morphism and 
g : Y -»· Ζ a Top.-, morphism such that g o f is Top,, homotopic to a con­
stant map. 
This homotopy induces Top,, maps s : Y U „CX •* Ζ and t : SX -* Ζ l' CY. 
Π Ι g 
THEOREM. I n t h i s s i t u a t i o n one h a s : 
Ω o t ü . o g = f o R o ß ' o ü j . 
Зб 
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P r o o f . 
1) Both sides are defined on the same group: 
for the left-hand side that group is (g ) (ker (ω-,f o R)), 
for the right-hand side that group is (ω,,) (ker (ft-,g )); 
both groups are eaual to ker (g ο ω_). 
2) Both sides have values in the same group: 
IT φ 
for the left-hand side that group is Ω coker (ω„,ί o R), 
for the right-hand side that group is f о R coker (ßG,g ); 
TT 
hoth groups are equal to coker (Ω o f o R). 
3) The fact that the maps on both sides are equal follows by diagram 
chasing from diagram (a) on the next page, once we know the diagram 
to be commutative. 
The commutâtivity of the outer squares follow from the naturality 
of ω and Ω. The middle square consists of the maps on the outside 
of diagram (c) on the next page, which is easily seen to be commuta­
tive. The lower triangle is similarly exemplified in diagram (b) on 
the next page. Finally the upper triangle is the result of applying 
the functor Η .( , ;N) to the triangle of Top, maps: 
Φ Φ 
(Y U
 fCX,Y)
 ( s
'
s )
 > (Ζ,Ζ) 
(g.ε) 
(Υ,Υ) 
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H * ( Z ; N f ) 
s -v^g 
G ..* Hj(f s N ^ - H ^ Y ; ^ 0 ) 
H*(g;N^) 
-» H*(Z;N^) 
VS
 1 t R 
HJ(X;HJ) 
H * ( g ; < ) 
S ' tR 
HG(Y;N2) p ^ » H*(X;K^) 
- *
H ; ( f ; N 2 ) 
d i a g r a m a . 
H^(Y;NG) &- ^ H ^ + 1 ( Z , Y ; N G ) 
H^(Y;HH) ^ H ^ + 1 ( Z , Y ; N H ) 
d i a g r a m Ъ. 
H " + 1 ( Z L ' YX Ι,Υ x 1;HH) > H " + 1 ( Z U CY ;NH) 
π g H g 
HJJ(X;NH) > HJJ+1(CX,X;HH) - > H ^ + 1 ( S X ; N H ) 
d i a g r a m с . 
(Ζ,Ζ,Η) = H ^ + 1 ( Z ; n G ) 
S " 1 t R 
H ^ ( X ; N H ) - ^ H ^ + 1 ( C X , X ; N H ) 
H T ^ Z . Y J M 0 ) >н™+1 
ι 
! R 
н£ + 1 (гД;
К
Н ) » H J ; 1 ( Z , Y ; H ) 
Ì | 
-H^+ 1 (Y U C X , Y ; N H ) - * I Í 1 + 1 ( Y U CX,Y;N)=H*+1 ( f ; № ) 
η φ φ 
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7.3. 
In this subsection we calculate the functional operation in an 
example: 
THEOREM. Consider a Top„ morphism f : SX •* Y and let M € C„ and 
y £ Η„(Υ;Κ). Denote Ъу t the coefficient homomorphisn' 
G 
1 + (_ι)η"1τ : Μ β M •* M » M. Then we have 
S~ о tJy U у) = (-1) S~ о f*y U S o f у, modulo indeterminacy. 
P r o o f , l) The functional operation t. is defined on у " у 
t(y U у) = 0 because of the commutativity of U, and 
f (y U у) = 0 since cup-products vanish for a suspension. 
2) We may assume f to Ъе an inclusion without loss of generality. 
Let у Ъе the image of y, € H-(Y,C X;M), which is represented Ъу the 
cochain η . Since C~X is contractible, there exists a cochain v1 on 
C-X such that δν, = nJc'X, there exists a cochain w on Y extending 
v 
3) Since ¿(vjx) = n J x = 0, v. | X represents an element in H ~ (X;M), 
in fact the element S f y, as is seen from the diagram: 
{v.,} e H ^ U J M ) •+ y^c'x e н^ (с"х,х;М) 
î 
y^sx e НцСзх.Л.м) •* y|sx e F£(SX;M). 
1*) Since Dp = n.-ôw vanishes on C-X it represents an element 
y2 € H°(Y,C~X;M) which maps to y E H°(Y;M). Then y1 U у 2 € н£
П(У,8Х;МвМ) 
maps to y U y € Η (Υ,ΜβΜ) hence can Ъе used to calculate t-iy U y ) . 
According to §1* T(y1 U y ?) = (-1)
П
у2 U y,. 
5) We calculate the S of S _ o f y U S - o f y, which is represented 
Ъу v. U v.. To this end we extend it to a C~X cochain: w U w. 
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Then we take the cohoundary: 6w U w + (-1) w U 6w. Finally we extend 
to a cocycle on SX which vanishes on С X : n 1 L' w + (-1) w U гь. 
6) To show that this cocycle represents t-iy U y) = 6 tiy. U' y«) we 
have to evaluate δ on it. 
To this end we extend it to a cochain on Y : η 1 U w + (-1) w U η.. 
Then we take the cotioundary: (-1) η. U 6v + (-1) 6w U η..; since 
1>· 6w = η.|-η2, this equals (-1) (n1 U ru - η« U η 
On the other hand t(y1 U y 2) = y1 U y 2 + (-l)
n
"
1T(y1 U y 2) = 
Remark: For any χ £ H (X;M) the indeterminacy subgroup of 
Η„ ~ (SX;M β M) contains St(x U x) = 2S(x L' x) hence the sign occuring 
in the theorem is immaterial. Furthermore there is no need to worry 
about the sign in the definition of the suspension isomorphism S. 
§8. Cellular homology and cohomology; obstruction theory. 
8.1. 
We define a G-complex X to be a CW complex on which the group G 
acts by cellular transformations. For any invariant subcomplex A of X 
(X,A) is called a G-complex pair. According to [Ι,ρ.1.1.] such a pair 
has the equivariant homotopy extension property (denoted HEP) and in 
particular one has HG(X,A;M) = ЙС(Х/А;М). 
For such an X let w (χ) € λ<„ be the collection of cells of X of 
n G 
dimension n; notice that w_(X) = w (X ). Let X denote the n-skeleton 
of X. Then Η ( X " ^ " 1 ) = Fw (X) e PAL and 
Π n U 
d - : Η
 1(X ,X ) •+ Η (X ,X ) is an FM morphism; in particular n+1 n+1 n Ij 
Uo 
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Μ β d is defined. 
η 
8.2. 
We now define the cellular homology of X with coefficients in 
f с 
M € С HW (Х;М) to be the homology of the complex 
(Μ β Fw^íX), Μ β d,). 
THEOREM. There is a natural isomorphism 
HWG(X;M) = HG(X;M). 
η η 
P r o o f . The statement follows in a purely algebraic fashion from 
the fact that Μ β Η (Xn,Xn"1) is isomorphic to HG(Xn,Xn"1;M) in a 
way respecting the boundary operator d. The algebra can be found in 
[ 5
'
ν
·
1
·
]
 O.E.D. 
Θ.3. 
We define the cellular cohomology of X with coefficients in 
Μ £ С., HW-(X;M) to be the homology of the complex formed by the 
groups Traf(L о w (x);M). Here the boundary operator of Lw^ix) is 
defined from the homology sequence of the triple ((X) ,(X) >(X) ) 
using the identification: 
L о w
n
(X)(G/H) = FV
n
(X)H = Fw
n
(XH) = Η
η
(ΧΗ)η,(ΧΗ)η-1). 
THEOREM. There is a natural isomorphism 
HW£(X;M) = н£(Х;М). 
P r o o f . According to [ 1 ,IV.l*.] Traf(L o w (X);M) is isomorphic 
to Η (X ,X ;M) in a way which respects the boundary operator. 
The statement is an algebraic consequence of this fact as the follo­
wing reasoning, modelled on [5, V.l.] shows. One does not need a spectral 
1*1 
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sequence as in [ 1 ]. Consider the diagram: 
Н"-
1(Х П- 1,Х П- 2;М 
CV-ViM) Ъ- *Η"(Χ η,Χ η- Ί;Μ) — -
ь ь 
,η+1. 
Η^Χ^',ΧΝΜ) 
Нц(Х п,Х кіМ) * о 
HjpX^VîM) 
The diagram is connnutative with exact row and colmnns. 
Hence we have: н£(Х,Х к;М) = н£(Х П + 1,X k;M) = ker 3*= i*(ker Э П + 1 ) = 
im(i* ker 3 n + 1 ) ^  ker 3 n + 1/ker i* = ker 3n+1/iin 3* = ker 3 n + 1/im 3 n 
since j is onto. The last quotient is №ί-(Χ;Μ) Ъу definition. 
Q.E.D. 
Of course there is also a cellular theory for Top complex pairs. 
Φ 
In fact that is a special case of cohomology with coefficients in a 
"local coefficient system" as in [ 1 ,1.5J by using a functor K
* v 
8. h. 
We recall some of the facts concerning equivariant obstruction-
theory according to [l , II.1-3.]· 
ц 
Let Y € Top with invariant basepoint y such that Y is arcwise con-
nected and simple for each H с G. Define ω ±(Υ) £ С by 
G 
ω (Y)(G/H) = π (Y ,y ) with the obvious values on morphisms. 
THEOREM. Let f : K n U L ->• Y Ъе a Top„ morphism, where (K.L) ia a G-
"~"~~~~~"
—
" G 
complex pair. Then there is defined {c_} € HWV (K,L;io (Y)) which only 
I u η 
depends on the homotopy-class of f|K U L and which vanishes if and 
U2 
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only if f|Kn"1 U L can be extended to K n + 1 U L. 
By repeated application of this theorem one finds for Y such that 
ω (Y) = 0 if η Φ r and η < dim (K-L): 
η 
THEOREM. Let f : К -*· Y Ъе equivariant; then equivariant homotopy-clas-
ses (relative L) of maps g : К ->- Y (such that g|L = f|L) are in bijec-
tive correspondence with elements of 
HVr,(K,L;ii) (Y)) by the correspondence g -*• ω (g,f). 
\j η 
(For the definition of ω in terms of с we refer to [ 1 ].) 
In particular one can take f to be a constant map in case L = 0; 
in that case we write χ (g) instead of ω (f,g). Furthermore с, and 
hence χ, is natural with respect to cellular maps. 
In particular we have in case Y is a G-complex, and writing 
χ
η
(Υ) for X
n
(idY) : xn(f) = f*xn(Y). 
Now we have the 
THEOREM. If M € С there exists a G-complex K(M,n) called the Eilenberg-
G 
Maclane G-complex of M such that ω K(M,n) = M for q = η and 0 for q φ η. 
Combining these facts with those in the preceding subsection -we 
deduce: 
THEOREM. The correspondence g -»• g χ (Κ(Μ,η)) induces a bijection between 
[Κ,Κ(Μ,η)]] = the set of equivariant maps X •+ K(M,n) and н"(Х;М). 
u 
Henceforth we will abbreviate χ (κ(Μ,η)) to χ . 
Θ.5. 
We need the following theorem, of which Proposition II.7.1. in 
[ 1 ] is the special case X = point: 
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THEOREM. Let X and К be G-complexes and let f : X -* К Ъе an equivariant 
map such that ω (f) : ω (Χ; •+ ω (Κ; is an isomorphism for g < n-1 and a q q q 
surjection for q = n-1; then there exists a K' => X of the equivariant 
homotopy-type of К such that K'-X has no cells in dimensions less then 
P r o o f . Applying a homotopy if necessary we may assume that f is 
cellular. Then Ъу replacing К Ъу К U Χ χ I we may assume that X с К. 
f 
According to [ 1 , II.5.2.] it follows from ω (Κ,Χ) = 0 for 
q < n-1 that for L = X U К the inclusion L с К is equivariantly 
homotopic (relative to X) to a map ρ : L -* X. Now К is a retract of 
К U L χ Ι U Χ. 
Ρ 
According to [ 1, I . 1 . ] : K x O U L x I c K x I i s a strong defor­
mation retract, hence Κ χ 0 U L χ I/L χ 1 ^  Χ с Κ χ I/L χ 1 % Χ is а 
Ρ Ρ 
strong deformation retract. However Kx l/Lx 1 ^ Х с К х I/L χ 1 л, χ 
Ρ Ρ 
is also a strong deformation retract. Hence K U L x I U X i s equi­
variantly homotopy-equivalent to K/L "v X and there are maps 
Φ , Ψ
 P 
φ,ψ : К •+ K/L ^  Χ ->• К as in the proof of II.7.1. in 
Ρ 
Now one copies that proof starting with the fifth line on page II.18.1. 
with ΚΛ- replacing K/L. 
Q. .D. Remark: Furthermore the diagram: 
X •* К commutes up to equivariant homotopy. 
η 
К' 
COROLLARY. With the same assumptions we have: 
kk 
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С с 
H (Х;М) -*• H (К;М) is an isomorphism for q. < n-1 and a surjection for 
q = n-1, for any M € С . 
Н^(Х;М) -*• Н^(К;М) is an isomorphism for q, < n-1 and an injection for 
q = n-1, for any M £ С-· 
ü 
8.6. 
Consider the specialization at G/H: 
r : Traf(LSG(X);M) •+ Hom(S (X11) ;M(G/H) ). This induces a natural and 
stable transformation r : н"(Х;М) -* Hn(X ;V), where V = M(G/H). 
On the other hand an eguivariant otstruction-problem f : X -*- Y 
yields Ъу restriction an ohstruction-problem f|H : X -*- Y . 
Inspection of the definition of c« shows that r(c„) = c(f|x ); the same 
is true for χ. Hence if χ € H^(X.M) classifies f : Χ •+ Κ(Μ,η) then 
r(x) 6 Hn(XH;V) classifies f|н : X H -*• K(M,n) H. 
In particular: if f : SK(M.n) •+ K(M,n+1 ) is classified Ъу 
3χ(κ(Μ,η)) then f|H : SK(V,n) ·> K(V,n+1 ) is classified Ъу 
rSx(K(M,n)) = 8гх(К(М,п)) = Sx(K(V,n)). 
PROPOSITION. If f : SK(V,n) -> K(V,n+1 ) is classified Ъу Sx(K(V,n)) 
then f induces in π isomorphisms for q < 2n and a surjection for 
q = 2n+1. 
P r o o f . Since the adjoint map of f : K(V,n) •+ ΩΚ(ν,η+ΐ) induces 
isomorphisms in the homotopy groups, it does so in the cohomology 
groups, hence the suspension does so too. 
f 
Since the following diagram commutes: SK(V,n). > Κίν,η+Ι ) 
if suffices to consider the evaluation S ad f ^ / evaluation 
m a p Ε
· SiîK(V,n-.., 
1*5 
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According to [ 6 ] and [ 1 1 ], E is homotopy equivalent to a 
fibration the fibre of which is homotopy-equivalent to 
ПК( ,п+і) * ПК( ,п+і); this is a join of (n-1)-connected objects hence 
2n-connected. 
Hence E induces isomorphisms in π for q <_ 2n and a surjection for 
q = 2n+1. „ „ „ 
4
 Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY.Then the f : SK(M,n) -»· K(M,n+1 ) as above does the same for 
ω hence according to the last subsection for any M,N t С the map 
1 G 
Η^(κ(Μ,η+1 );N) Н Л З К Ш . Г О І И ) is an isomorphism for q < 2n and a 
G yj ~ 
injection for q. = 2n+1 . 
8.7. 
Consider the map H, : STi(M,q) -»· K(M,q+k) classified by S χ . 
к q 
Then the following diagram commutes up to equivariant homotopy: 
S k" 1H 1 : S
kK(M,q) »· Sk~1K(M,q+1 ) 
H k : S
kK(M,q) > K(M,q+k) 
Let t be the coefficient map 1 ± Τ : 3 Μ ^ · Μ β Μ , where ± = (-1 î4·. 
It follows from the fact that the functional operation associated 
to t is natural, that modulo indeterminacy one has: 
k—1 * 
The indeterminacy on the left is equal to im t + im (S H) ; the one 
on the right is im t + im H, . To show that both are equal, one needs to 
know that the following map is an isomorphism: 
1*6 
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Hk-1 : HG q (K(M,q
+
k);MeM) * Hg(1+k(Sk"1K(M,q+1 ) ;M8M). 
That this is true follows from repeated application of the corollary 
in 8.6. 
Since H ^ x ^ = Β ^ , ς , χ ^ = S ^ 1 S - 1 X q + l - S ^ ^ ^ ' x ^ , 
the left-hand side of the above formula is equal to S t„ (Sq'1 γ ). 
Hi Aq+1 
q+1 . . 2 2 . . 
and since Sq ν , is the reduction of χ „ to S_M we find this to be 
q+1 q+1 + k — 1 2 к 2 
equal to S (3χ ) = S χ , applying l.J.k. 
We have proved the following: 
THEOREM. t H о S q
C l + 1
x q + k = S
k(x(i U x q ) . 
§9· Maps to a suspension. 
9.1. 
Let Y be a G-complex and X € Top . We are interested in equiva-
riant maps f : X •* S1^. If y € H^(Y;M) such that f*(Sky) = 0 we con-
sider the classifying map γ : Y -»• K(M,q) of y and we denote 
SkY o f : X -»• S^ÍM.q) by F. 
We define фЛу) to be Sq_ (S χ ) and we study the behaviour of I г q 
φ in this section. For later reference we now state a property of ψ, 
which is found by combining 8.7. with 7.2. 
PROPOSITION, tiji(y) = f*Sk(y U y). 
P r o o f . t*(y) = t Sqif 1(Skx
n
) = F*Sk(x U χ ) = f*Sk(y U y). 
9.2. 
We are going to study ф_(х+у). We define 
m : K(M,q) ж K(M,q) * K(M,q) by the formula m*(x ) = pr*(x ) + pr^Xq). 
1*7 
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Then if γ and γ : Y •* K(M,q) classify χ resp. y, the map 
χ y 
m ο (γ χ γ ) ο (diagonal map) : Y -* Y x Y •+ K(M,q) χ K(M,q) -»• K(M,q) 
is classifying for x+y since 
(diagonal) (γ
χ
 x γ ) m χ = 
= (diagonal)*(Y
x
 χ γ )*(pr*(x ) + ρΓ*(χ )) = 
= (pr, ο (γ χ γ ) ο diagonal)*(χ) + (pr ο '(γ χ γ ) ο diagonal)*(x 
= γ*(χ
α
) + Yy(xq) = χ + у. 
Therefore we study the composition: 
Sk(m ο (γ χ γ ) о (diag.)) o f = Skm ο 5Κ(γ χ γ ) ο Sk(diag.) ο f. 
χ y χ y 
We note that for G-complexes A and В with basepoint the natural equi-
variant map SA ν SB ν A * В -»• S(A x В), where * denotes join, is an 
equivalence. This follows from the well known non-equivariant version 
using theorem 8.5. or [ 1 ,11.5.5·]· 
Furthermore we note that suspension S commutes with one point union ν 
(up to a natural equivalence). 
Hence we are led to a diagram: 
X •* SkY -+ Sk(Y χ Y) ·* Sk(K(M,q) x K(M,q)) •* S^M.q) 
\ 1 ' I 
SkYvSkYv -* S^KÍM.qívS^ÍM.qlv 
Sk-1(Y * Y) S^'íKÍM.q) * K(M,q)) 
where we have a wedge of three maps in the lower row. 
9.3. 
f к PROPOSITION. Consider Top morphisms X -* SY ^ Ζ where g = g· ν g», 
then: 
1*8 
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i) (g o f)*(z) = (g, ο f)*(z) + (g2 о f)*(z). 
ii) For a natural operation ω one has: 
ω 
„(ζ) = ω „(ζ) + ω -(ζ), in the sense that the left-hand side g o f g ^ g2f 
is defined whenever the right-hand side is, with smaller indeterminacy. 
P r o o f . Obvious. 
Applying this to the factorization of the F associated to x+y in 
9.2, we conclude that ψ (x+y) equals the sum of three terms, two of 
which are ψ-(χ) and фЛу). The third one can he identified with the 
functional square associated to the composition: 
X -> SkY •* Sk"1(Y * Y) -> Sk"1(K(M,q) * K(M,q)) + S^CM.q). 
The last map here is the (k-1) suspension of the Hopf map H(m) con­
structed from m. 
In the subsections to come we will prove that already H(m) (3χ ) = 0. 
Hence we can calculate ψ.(x+y) by combining naturality of the functional 
square with the calculation of Sq,,, ЛЗх ). 
Щпи q 
In chapter II we will use the following version of the foregoing: 
Let φ : Η •* G be a homomorphism and let M £ С . Then H acts on K(M,q) 
u 
by using φ. Moreover K(M,q) can be viewed as the Eilenberg-Maclane com­
plex of the M11 e C„ defined by M^H/K) = М(С/фК) etc. In fact M even 
H 
yields an element of С . 
Φ 
Now consider an Η-complex Y and X 6 Top and an H-equivariant map 
H 
f : Χ -»• SHf. Then given y € Η^(Υ;>Γ) we can define if>(y) by using the 
Η 
h9 
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Top version of the functional square. Everything done so far remains 
Φ 
true and we are led to the same problem as in 9.3. since K(M,q) is a 
G-complex and H(m) is G-equivariant. 
9.5. 
We define Η : SK(M,q) * K(M,q+1) by the formula Η*(χ ) = 5χ . 
We have the adjoint equivariant map ad Η : K(M,q)-*· nK(M
s
q+1 ). We can 
view Η as the composition E о S(ad Η), where E denotes the natural 
"evaluation" map S fiKÍM.q+l) •* K(K,q+l). 
PROPOSITION. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy: 
K(M,q) x K(M,q) 
ad H 
-> K(M,q) 
ad H 
loop sum t 
nK(M,q+l) χ nK(M,q+l) > i}K(M,q+1 ) 
P r o o f . We show that the two compositions have adjoint maps which 
are equivariantly homotopic. This is done by noting that they classify 
the same element of нЗ+1(S(K(M,q) χ K(M,q));M). 
G
 Q.E.D. 
9.6. 
We consider the situation where we are given K,L £ Top_ with base-
point and morphisms m : К x К •+ К and j : SK •+• L such that 
Κ χ К 
ad j 
-» К commutes up to equivariant homotopy 
ad j 
SÎL χ «L -> «L 
where Í is the loop multiplication. 
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PROPOSITION. There exists an equivariant homotopy Λ from 
E o H(¿) : nL * ßL •*• SUL •*• L to a constant map. 
P r o o f . Define Л : Ι χ Ι χ ñL * UL •* L Ъу the formula 
Λ(α,ν,σ,τ) = (σ{2ν + u) for 2v + u <_ 1, 
τ ( 2v - u - 1 ) for 2v - u >_ 1 , 
basepoint for 1-u <_ 2v <_ 1+u. 
Then A(u,v ,σ,τ) does not depend on τ for ν = 0 and does not depend on 
σ for ν = 1 hence Λ induces a well-defined map Ι χ ÍJL * f!L •* L. 
Q.E.D. 
We conclude that we can extend E to a map 
E U Л : SnL U C(ßL * CIL) ·> L. 
K(l) 
Since the Hopf construction Н( ) is natural, the following diagram 
commutes up to an equivariant homotopy h: 
tlL * fiL > SßL -»· L. 
Hence the map j o H ( m ) : K * K - » - S K - ^ L i s homotopic to a constant map; 
this homotopy, N, is the composition of h and A(ad j * ad j). 
In particular we have H(m) Η χ . = 0 in the situation of 9·5·; this 
justifies the statement in 9·3. 
9.7. 
PROPOSITION. Let L € Topn with invariant basepoint ρ then 
d о E : SUL •* L •*• L « L (where d denotes the diagonal map) 
is equivariantly homotopic to a map into L ν L. 
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P r o o f . We define Γ : i x l x n L + L x L b y the formula 
r(t,v,o) = ('(σ(2ν),ρ) for 2v <. 1-t, 
(ρ,σ(2ν-ΐ)) for 2v >_ 1+t and 
(a(v-it+i) ,a(v+lt-l)) for 1- £ 2v <_ 1+t. 
This Γ is continuous and Γ(ΐ,ν,σ) = ρ for ν = 0 or 1, so induces a 
well-defined map on I χ SQL. 
Q.E.D. 
A fortiori: denoting the diagonal Ь + Ь л Ь Ъ у Д , we see that 
Δ ο E is homotopic to the constant map by 
r(t,v,a) = a(v-lt+l) л a(v+st-ì) for 1-t <_ 2v <_ 1+t, 
ρ л ρ otherwise. 
The composition of this homotopy with H(£) : ЙЬ *ПЬ •+ SfiL, which 
maps (ν,σ,τ) to (ν,στ), looks as follows: 
(a(.2v-t+l) л a(2v+t-l) for 1-t <_ 2v <_ t, 
T(2v-t ) л a(2v+t-1) for t <_ 2v <_ t+1 and 1-t ^  2v <_ 2-t, 
T(2v-t ) л T(2v+t-2) for 2-t <_ 2v <_ 1+t, 
ρ л ρ elsewhere. 
We extend this as follows: 
THEOREM. There exists an E such that the following diagram commutes up 
to equivariant homotopy: 
SnL U С(ПЬ * ÌÌL) »• L 
H(£) 
collapsing map c. Δ 
S(nL * OL) »· L л L 
P r o o f . On SfiL the composition E o e will be the constant map and 
the composition Δ ο (E U Л) is ΔΕ; we take the homotopy to be the Γ 
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constructed in the above proposition. The composition with H(£) yields 
a homotopy for ÜL * uh; we want to extend it to the whole of 
C(nL * ÎÎL). 
We define P : I x I x I x f i L x f i L -*• L A L b y the formulas : 
P ( t , u , v , a , T ) = ( i)o(u+2v-t+1) л 0(u+2v+t-1) for t h e 
( t , u , v ) such t h a t 1-t <_ u+2v <_ t ; 
( i i ) T(2v-u-t) л T(2v-u+t-2) for t h e 
(t,u,v) such that 2-t <_ 2v-u < 1+t; 
(iii) T(2v-u-t) л o(2v+u+t-l) for the (t,u,v) 
such that 2v >_ u+t >_ 2v-1 
and 2-2v ^  u+t > 1-2v; 
(iv) ρ л ρ elsewhere. 
One easily checks that the formulas yield ρ л ρ in case one of the 
inequalities becomes an equality and that the domains defined by the 
inequalities only intersect in such points. Hence Ρ is well defined by 
these formulas. 
For ν = 1, which can only happen in the second and the fourth case, 
Ρ does not depend on σ; likewise for ν = 0 Ρ does not depend on τ. 
Hence Ρ yields a well-defined map I X I X Œ L * Î 2 L - » - L A L 
For u = 1 we find ρ л p. Hence Ρ yields a well-defined map 
I χ C(nL * SIL) •*• L л L. For u = 0 the formulas for Ρ coincide with those 
for Γ. Hence Ρ yields a homotopy extending Γ. 
For t = 1 (first, second and fourth case) we find 
Да(и+2 ) for (u,v) such that u+2v £ 1, 
Дт(2 -и-і) for (u,v) such that 1 <_ 2v-u, 
ρ л ρ elsewhere, 
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which are just the formulas for Δ о Л. Hence the homotopy starts right. 
For t = 0 (third and fourth case) one gets T(2V-U) Л a(2v+u-1) 
for the (t,u,v) such that 2v >_ u >_ 2v-1, 2-2v 2. u >_ 1-2v, and ρ л ρ 
elsewhere. We define Е(и,( ,а,т)) Ъу this formula; 
this is possible because it yields ρ л ρ for u = 0 or 1. „ 
We may replace the E in the proof Ъу a homotopic one; we shall 
use the one defined by the less complicated formula: 
E ( U , ( V , O , T ) ) =
 τ
(ν) л o(u). 
From this formula one sees that E can be factorized as follows: 
(E л E) о W : S(UL * £ÌL) -»• Siìb л SfiL •+ L л L, 
where W maps (u, (σ,ν,τ)) С S(nL * íiL) to (ν,τ) л (u,o) € SfiL л SAL; 
in fact W is an equivalence for L a complex. 
9.8. 
We define a map J : SK U C(K * К) •+ SÍ2L U С(ПЬ * ÍJL) as follows: 
a) On [5,1] x К * К by the formula 
J (t,(s,x,y)) = (2t-1,(s,ad j(x), ad j(y))). 
b) On [0,5] χ К * К by using the homotopy between 
S (ad j) о H(m) : К * К -»· SK •+ SßL and 
H(£) о (ad j * ad j ) : К * К •+• ÍIL * ÍIL •* SUL from 9 .6 . 
c) On SK by S(ad j ) . 
Then the following diagrams commute: 
SK U C(K * K) 
* EUA 
SnL U C(í2L * ÍiL) ^ 
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SK U C(K * K) colla-PS с
 > s ( K , K ) 
J 
SfiL U C{ÇIL * CIL)- -*• S(nL * «L) 
where the map on the right side of the diagram is defined to Ъе the 
sum (in S-sense) of S(adj * adj )and the constant map, hence is 
homotopic to S(adj * adj). 
We may now draw the following conclusion from theorem 9.7.: 
THEOREM. In the situation described in 9.6. there exists a diagram 
which commutes up to homotopy (everything equivariant): 
SK UC(K * K) j U N 
-^ · L 
S(K * К 
collaps с 
W 
» SK л SK JAJ 
diagonal 
-> L л L 
9.9. 
Let A,B £ Top_ with invariant basepoint and M £ С . G G 
Then the long exact sequence 
... н£(А Л B;M) •* H£(A x B;M) - H£(A V B;M) ... 
splits in a natural way. 
Moreover for a € H^(A;M1 ) and Ъ € H*(B;M2) such that p.q. > 0, 
G G 
a x Ъ = pr*a U pr*b € н£+<1(А χ В;М1 S M 2) maps to 0 in H^+<1(A ν Β;Μ1β M 2) 
I ¿ u G 
Hence there is a canonical element, say а л b, in H:j (А л B;M β M ) 
which maps to a x b. 
Now we are ready to calculate Sq„/ \(SY ), as announced in 9·3. 
mm; _ q 
To this end we remark that in the definition of the functional 
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operation on a pair (X,A) we may interpret the coboundary operator δ 
H„(A;M) + Я
п
 (X,A;M) as the cohomology of the natural collapsing map 
X U CA •+ SA preceded Ъу the suspension isomorphism. Accordingly we 
calculate the suspension of Sq,,, ЛЗх ). 
tt\m) q 
Consider the following diagram, where К stands for K(M,q), L for 
K(M,q+l), and j for H.,: 
^SX € H^+1(SK; M) 
г 
Χ
ς +
1 £ ΗΓ 1 (^ Μ ) 
(jUN)' 
-* H^+1(SK U C(K * К ) ; M) 
Sq' q+1 Sq q+1 
Xq
+
1 U Xq
+ 1
 e
 Н^
+ 2(Ь; 5
2
М) Í M l ! >H^+2(SK U G(K * Ю ;S2M) 
V i Л Xq
+
1 e H G , 1 + 2 ( L Л L ; S 2 M ) 
(JAJ) 
SX„ л Ξχ e H2<1+2(SK л SK;S2M) 
-*H 2 q + 2(S(K * K);S2M) 
ti 
' w 
The column on the right indicates the construction of S Sq„, \(3χ ). 
Hlmj q 
The upper square in the diagram is commutative because Sq is natural; 
the lower square and triangle are precisely the cohomology of the com­
mutative diagram of maps in 9.Ö. 
We can take the image of χ .in H^+1(SK U C(K * Κ);Μ) as the lif-
q+1 U 
ting of Sx to H £ + 1 ( S K U C(K * K);M) we need, since Η*(χ
 + 1 ) = Sx . 
Hence S Sq„/ ·,(3χ ) is just the image of 3χ л 3χ under W. ií\m) q 4 . 4 . 
THEOREM. S q+1 Him) (SxJ 
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In the situation of 9·3· this implies that 
Sq2î\/ * N(SX ) equals the image of S(x л у) in H^q+1(K * K;S2M). HlmMY ψ у ) q. ь 
Since the composition SY •+ Y * Y ->• S(Y л Y) is equal to 8(Δ) we get 
for the functional Sq of S\ associated to the map SY -*· SK(M,q) : 
3Δ (χ л у) = S(x U у). Hence the third term of iK(x+y) is equal to 
f*Sk(x U у). 
THEOREM. i|/f(x+y) = *f(x) + *f(y) + f*Sk:(x U y). 
510. Equivariant Cech cohomology. 
10.1. 
Consider a linear action of G on IK . Then an invariant X с IR 
will Ъе called a G-neighborhood retract (GNR) if there exists an in­
variant neighborhood U of X and an equivariant retraction r : U -*· X. 
PROPOSITION. Let X с IRm be a GNR and let Y с IRn be equivariantly 
homeomorphic to X; then Y is a GNR. 
P r o o f . We have the equivariant maps i : X c U , г : U-»-X and 
j : U с IR . Since X is a NR it is locally closed hence locally com­
pact; hence Y is locally compact and therefore locally closed. We 
write Y = С Π V with С closed and V open; by replacing С by Π gG and 
G 
V by Π gV if necessary we may assume that С and V are invariant. 
G 
The Tietze Extension Theorem applied to the closed Y in V states 
that there exists a continuous f : V •+ IRm such that f|Y = j o i o h , 
where h is the homeomorphism Y -+ X. Then f defined by 
f(x) = |G|~ Σ f(xg- )g is equivariant. 
Now f U is invariant and open ала h rf : f U -»• Y is an invariant 
retraction. Q.E.D. 
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We will call Y £ Top a G-Euclidean neighborhood retract (GEHR) 
if Y is equivariantly homeomorphic to some GNR X с IR . 
10.2. 
For pairs (X,Y) where Y с X с E are locally compact invariant 
parts of some GENR E and for M G (L we define: 
Li 
H3(X,¥;M) = lim H^(V,W;M), 
G
 A G 
where Л is the collection of invariant neighborhoods (V,W) of (X,Y) 
such that V 3 W, ordered by inverse inclusion. 
PROPOSITION. Let E and E' Ъе GENR's and let X' с E' be a locally com­
pact invariant part. 
a) If f : X' •* E is continuous and equivariant there exists a con­
tinuous and equivariant F : U1 •* E such that U' is an invariant open 
neighhorhood of X' and such that Fix' = f. 
b) If F an H : E' ·*• E are continuous and equivariant and if Θ, : X' -»• E 
is an equivariant homotopy between Fix1 and НІХ' there exists an equi­
variant homotopy 0. : U" •*• E such that U" is an invariant open neigh­
borhood of X' and such that θ = |х',
 1 = H|U" and 0 = F|U". 
P r o o f , a) We have i : E -»• V and r : V ->· E where V a lRn is G-
invariant and open and where r and i are equivariant and continuous 
such that r o i = id. Furthermore one may assume that there is an open 
E" с E' such that X' is closed in E"j one may assume E" to be G-inva-
riant. 
According to the Tietze theorem i o f : Χ' •* IRn has an extension 
φ : E" -*- IR , hence (by taking the average) also an equivariant ex­
tension Φ. We take U' = Φ (V) and F = гф. 
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b) Just as (a) by paraphrasing [ 5 ,VIII.6.2.]. 
Q.E.D. 
For an equivariant f : (Χ',Υ1) -»· (Χ,Υ) where Y с X с E and 
Y' с X' сЕ ' as аЪо е there exists an equivariant extension to an open 
and invariant U' ^  X'. Hence for every pair W с V of invariant neigh­
borhoods of Y с X there is defined 
F ^ : H£(V,W;M) - H£(F~1V,F"1W;M) + H^(X',Y';M). 
F 
Together they induce a transformation of direct systemshence induce 
F : H^(X,Y;M) + ^ (X'.Y'jM). 
Similarly it follows from (h) that this F does not depend on the 
extension F of f. Henceforth we will call it f. 
10.3. 
Let Y с X he locally compact parts of an ENR E and also elements 
of Top . Then X c= Map(G,E) is invariant and Map(G,E) a GENR hence ac-G 
cording to the foregoing HZ(X,Y;M) is defined and we have: 
i) If f and g are equivariantly homotopic then f = g. 
ii) id = id and (f g) = g f. 
iii) In particular H5(X,Y;M) only depends on the equivariant homotopy 
G 
type of (Χ,Υ). 
iv) There is a natural exact sequence: 
...H£(X;M) * H£(Y;M) * H£(X,Y;M) - H¡}+1(X;K) ... 
ν) There is a natural transformation 
ρ : H3(X,Y;M) •+ H^(X,Y;M) which is an isomorphism if X and Y are GENR's. 
vi) For locally compact invariant parts X. and X- of a GENR E such 
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that X -X and Xo-^i a r e open in X U X„ - Χ Π X there is an excision 
isomorphism: 
H^(X1 U X2,X1;M) = H^(X2,X1 Π X 2;M), hence a Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
... H^(X1 U X2;M) -ν Η^ίΧ^Μ) Φ ÏÏ^(X2;M) ->• H^(X1 П Х2;М) ... 
vii) Н^( ;М) is "continuous": repeating the limit procedure yields the 
same groups H. 
10.1*. 
m 
Let X be a Hausdorff G-space and suppose X = U X., where every 
i=0 1 
X. is an open invariant GENR. Then X is a GENU. 
P r o o f . We may assume X to he a closed part of some IR [ 5> 8.8.], 
hence we may assume it is an invariant closed part of some IR equip­
ped with an action of G. Furthermore it suffices to consider the case 
m = 1. 
Assume that the r. : V. •+ X. are equivariant retractions, where 
1 1 1 
the V. с IR are open and invariant. Then putting 
V-. = r~ (X. Л X ) Π r 1 (Χ Π Χ.), r and r- restrict to neighborhood 
retractions V . ->· Χ Π X . 
However Χ Π X- is an open and invariant part of Χ
η
, hence a GENR. 
Hence there exists an open IL. :> X
n
 Π X 1 where г п and r. are equivari-
antly homotopic by r : U . •*• Χ. П X... 
Let U
n
 с V- and U с V be open neighborhoods of X-X resp. X-X„ 
such that U Π U = 0: we may assume that U. and U are invariant by 
replacing by П gU. if necessary. 
geo 1 
There exists a continuous τ : IR -*· [0,l] such that τ|υ
η
 = 0 and 
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τ lu. = 1. We may assume τ to be equivariant Ъу replacing it Ъу 
inf {-r(g x)| g € G} if necessary. 
How U = L' U U. U U is an invariant neighborhood of X and 
ρ : U -*· X is an equivariant retraction where ρ is defined by 
p|U0 = r 0, plu, = r1 and p(x) = г^, Лх) for χ € U ^ . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let M be a (topological) manifold with a free action of G 
and let К с M be compact and invariant. Then there exists an open and 
invariant Ε и К in M which is a GENR. 
P r o o f . One can cover К by open sets U which are sufficiently small 
to yield gU Π U = 0 for every g 5* 1 ; hence we can cover К by finitely 
many such U.. Take E = U GU.; this a GENR according to the proposition 
1
 i 1 
since every GU. is of the form G χ U. with U. an ENR. One easily checks 
that G x U is a GENR for U an ENR.
 n
 _ _ 
511. Poincaré duality. 
11.1. 
We are interested in the groups H„(V;M) for topological manifolds 
Li 
with a free action of G and for M € С . This group is isomorphic to the 
one we get by replacing M by the module M(G/e) and so is classically 
known. In this section we give a summary of the facts for later refe-
Let V be a manifold of dimension η then Η (V,V-x;IF ) = IF for 
all χ G V and this isomorphism is unique since Aut IF„ = {1}. For 
А с V denote by Г(А) the ring of continuous functions A -»• IF-. The 
inclusions (V,V-A) с (V,V-x) for χ e A induce a homomorphism 
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J A : Hn^.v-A;1^) * Γ( Α )· 
PROPOSITION. [ 5 . ІІІ.З.З.]. 
J is isomorphic for compact A. 
More generally: for neighborhood retracts X and Y in V we have: 
H (Y,X;IF0) = Γ (V-X,V-Y), the ring of continuous functions on V-X 
η ¿ b 
with compact support which vanish on V-Y. 
EXAMPLE. For a compact, connected manifold M of dimension η without 
4-boundary we have: J,, : H (M;IF-) = IF, 
Μ η 2 
We denote J"1(1) by 0„. M M 
EXAMPLE. For a compact connected manifold L of dimension η with boun­
dary 3L we consider M = L U 3 L x [0,1). 
Then JT : Η (Μ,Μ-int L;IF0) = IF_. However this group is by retraction 
L η ¿ CL 
isomorphic to H (L,3L;IF0). Hence we get 0T ,T € H (L,3L;IF0). 
PROPOSITION. [ 5 ,VII.2.9.] 
3 : Hn(L,3L;IF2) * H ^ O L ; ^ ) maps ÖL)3L to 0^. 
PROPOSITION. Let (P,3P) and Q,3Q) 
be connected manifolds of dimension η 
with boundary such that Ρ is a regular ς 
domain in Q. Then 0 is induced- by 
Ρ, ЭР 
0Q,3Q· 
P r o o f and explanation. Consider the diagram: 
H
n
(P,3P;IF2) -*Hn(Q,R;IF2)«- Hn((5,3Q;IF2) 
H
n
(M,M-int P;IF2) »Hn(N,N-int P;IF2)<—Hn(N,N-int Q;IF2) 
Г. (int P)-«-b rb(int Q) 
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where R = Q-P, M = Ρ U ЭР χ [0,1) с Q, Ν = Q U 3Q χ [0,l) hence 
Ν - int Ρ = R U SQ χ [0,1). One easily checks that the diagram com­
mutes. 
However CL „ yields 1 6 IF = Γ (int Ρ) and 0 yields 
1 € IF0 = Г, (int Q). Hence Ö and 0 have the same image in 
Hn(Q,R;IF2) Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. We consider a bordism L 
between manifolds with boundary i.e. 
L is a manifold of dimension n+1 
with boundary 3L which is the union 
of the manifolds of dimension η Э L and Э L along their common 
boundary Э L. Then the following diagram commutes: 
«VaL^n+i^'3^^) i 0 3 L
 ε
 V^V 
I 
H
n
(3L,3+L;IF2) Ϊ О э_ Ь ) ,еНп(Э_Ь,Э0Ь;іГ2) 
this follows by combining the second proposition with the last one for 
the case (P,3P) = (3_L,30L), (Q,3Q) = (3L,0), R = 3+L. 
11.2. 
Consider a k-dimensional real vectorbundle ξ over a sufficiently 
nice space X (e.g. a manifold) with total space Ε(ξ) and projection p. 
Then it can be equipped with an inner product; denote the associated 
disc bundle by Π(ζ) and the sphere bundle by 3(ξ). 
PROPOSITION. There exists a unique U € Hk(E(C),Ε(ξ)-ϋ(ξ);IF2) such 
that the restriction to any fibre is precisely 1 € IFp = H (fibrejIFp), 
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called the Thorn class of ξ. 
PROPOSITION. In case X is a manifold of dimension η and А с X, let 
0, € Η (V,V-A;IF0) ài г (A) correspond to 1 6 Г (A) and let 
Α η ¿. о b 
0 , e Η ^ (Ε(ξ),Ε(ξ)-ϋ(ξ) η p"1A;IF0) correspond to 1. 
— 1 - n+K ε­
ν A 
Then we have p+(Ö П U ) = 0 . 
ρ A Ç A 
P r o o f . The first proposition is well-known. 
The second proposition is immediate after writing down the characteri-
zations of Uj. and Ù. 
COROLLARY. Let (L,3L) be a manifold of dimension η with boundary and 
let ξ be a vectorbundle over L; then ξ can be extended to 
M = L U 3L χ [0,1 ). The foregoing applied to X = M and A = int L to­
gether with the retraction isomorphisms 
H
n
(L,3L;IF ) = H
n
(M,M - int L;IF ) and 
Hn+k(D(ç),D(ç|3L) U S(Ç);IF2) = Η ^ Ε ί ξ ) ,Ε(ξ)-θ(ξ ) П p"1(int L);IF2) 
yields the formula: 
ρ
*
( υ
ς
 n 0D(
e
),D(?|3L) U 3(ξ) ) = 0 L , 3 L · 
We will apply this to X = V/G (notations fromp11.1.)» noting that 
H (V/G;IF2) = H (VjIFg) canonically. This yields a map 
HQ(V;M) ->· Η^+Κ(Ε(ξ),Ε(ζ)-ϋ(ξ);Μ) mapping z to ρ
+
ζ U U . 
Let (L,3L) and ξ be as above. Then there is a commutative ladder 
of such Thorn maps, as a consequence of the naturality and stability of 
the cup-product: 
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H^(3L;M) 
H£+1(L,3L;M) 
H^1(L; M) 
H*+1OL; M) 
-> H^+<1(D(Ç|3L),S(Ç|3L);M) 
-^H^+q+1(D(ç),D(ç|3L) U 8(ξ);Μ) 
-* Η^
+<1+1(ϋ(ξ), S U ) ; м) 
-^ HQ + < 1 + 1(D(Ç]3L), S(C|3L);M) 
11.3. 
Consider a manifold V of dimension η vith boundary on which G 
acts freely and let K,L с V he invariant and compact, or more generally 
closed and contained in an open and invariant GENR E с V. Then for any 
IF0G module M, H^(K,L;M) is defined and equal to lim H^(U,W;M) where 
(U,W) runs through the set of open and invariant parts of V containing 
(К,!) (since those inside E form a cofinal subsystem). 
The fundamental class (λ, 6 HG(V,V-K;IF ) yields through 
j W : HG(V,V-K;IF0) ->• HG(V,(V-K) U W;IF0) = HG(U-L,(U-K) U (W-L);IF„) 
Π ¿: Π ¿Tl ¿ 
an element j 0 . Capping with it yields homomorphisms 
К 
ξ
ιπ
, : H^(U,W;M) = H^(U-L,W-L;M) •* HG
 n
(U-L,U-K;M) = H G
 n
(V-L,V-K;M) 
UW Lr li η—q η— q 
which are consistent hence induce a transformation: 
H^(K,L;M) •* H G (V-L,V-K;M). 
u n—q 
THEOREM. This map is isomorphic. 
P r o o f . We copy the proof of [ 5,VIII.7·2.] with the following 
alterations. 
Cases (1) to (1*): replace M = IRn by M = G χ IRn; if К is any of the 
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types mentioned, we have G χ К c M. 
Case (5): as in 1.10.1». we cover К with "charts" of the form G x IRn. 
Case (6) is diagram chasing, hence does not change. Q.E.D. 
The nontrivial facts we used in this proof are the propositions 
VII.12.22, VIII.T.6. and VIII.7.7. from [ 5 ]. These in turn are 
consequences of VII.12.6. (naturality of cap) and VII. 12.20. (statii-
lity of cap). We have already seen that these properties of the cap-
product remain true in the equivariant case. 
11.1». 
a) Let V be a compact connected manifold of dimension η without boun­
dary. Then there exists an orientation class 0 € Η (V;IF„) and the 
theorem of 11.3. for the case К = V, L = 0 states that 
ПО,. : H^(V:M) •* H (V;M) is isomorphic for any q. 
V ü n—q 
b) Let L be a compact connected manifold of dimension η with boundary. 
Then there exists an orientation class 0 . according to 11.1. and 
L ,oL 
the following diagram commutes: 
H^(L,3L;M) - H£(L;M) -* H£(3L;M) * H£ + 1(L,3L;M) 
no L,3L no. L,3L n0T no L,3L 
H G (L;M) •» H G (L,3L;M)->-HG Л Э Ь ^ І ^ Н 0 AL;Vl) 
n-q η—q η—q—1 n-q—1 
The vertical arrows in this diagram are isomorphisms. 
For the proof of this statement we refer to [ 5 ,VIII.9·!·]· 
It relies on the naturality VII.12.6. and the stability VII.12,13, and 
il» of the cap-product. 
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с) Finally for a bordism L between manifolds with boundary (3 L^.L) 
and (Э L,3
n
L) as in the corollary in 11.1. the following diagram 
commutes : 
H£(L,3L;M) 
H^(L,3
+
L;M) 
δ 
•no. 
L,3L 
•no. 
L,3L 
1 
-*
 H
n
+
1 - a ( L ' 3 - L j M ) 
H^+1(3L,3
+
L;M) = H^ + 1(3_L,3 0L;M)—p^ 
3_L,30L 
H^","1(L,3L;M). 
•ПО 
L,3L 
•*í +i-« l ( 8- Li M ) 
-3» Η (L;M) 
n-q 
Hence the second horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by the five lemma. 
11.5. 
The connection made in 11.2. between fundamental classes 0 and 
Thorn classes U implies a connection between the Poincaré duality 
isomorphism and the Thorn map. 
Consider (L,3L) and ζ as in 11.2. 
a) The following diagram commutes: 
H£(L,3L;M) 
ПО 
L,3L 
H u (L;M) «-
n-q. 
ρ anc UE 
Ρ* 
-* H^+k(D(C),D(c|3L) U S(Ç);M) 
ПО 
DU),D(Ç|3L) U SUI 
н^ (D(Ç)ÎM) 
n-q 
This follows from the calculation: 
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p + ( p * x U U Ç ) Π 0 D ( ç ) f D ( ç | 3 I i ) u s ( ç ) } = 
= p , ( p * x n ( U ç n u D U ) ) D U | 3 L ) u s ( ç ) ) ) = 
= χ η ρ + ( υ ξ n O D ( ç ) ) D U | 3 L ) u s U ) ) = 
=
 X n 0L,3L· 
Ъ) The folioving diagram coimu^es according to the same formulas: 
H £ ( L ; M ) 
ρ and UK 
^ I I ^ + k ( D ( C ) , S ( ç ) ; M ) 
ПО. 
L,3L 
H _ ( L , 3 L ; K ) -Ε­
ΠΟ D U h D U l S L ) US(Ç) 
Hn_ (0(ξ),ϋ(ξ|3ΐ);Μ) 
с) There exists a similar diagram for K (^3L;M) but that is a special 
case of the above. 
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THE GEOMETRY 
§ 1. Normal maps and embeddings. 
1.1. 
In the following manifold means: а С differential manifold satis­
fying the Hausdorff and second countability axiom. In particular it is 
a metrizable topological space; a metric can be constructed by using a 
Riemannian structure or an embedding into some Euclidean space. 
Let M and N be manifolds; denote by Hom(M,N) the set of continuous 
maps M •* Ν, and let d be a metric on N. 
The fine С -topology on Hom(M,N) is defined by prescribing the base; 
this is formed by the sets 
W f s = {g I d(g(x),f(x)) < 6(x) all χ € Μ}, 
where 6 : M •+• IR is strictly positive and continuous. 
By restriction we get a topology on Horn (M,N), the set of С maps 
M -> N. 
œ 
However, а С map f : M -*• N induces a continuous map from M to 
J (M,N), the r jet bundle of the pair. 
The fine С -topology on Hom (Μ,Ν) is the coarsest topology rendering 
continuous the map f -* j r(f), ΗοιιΓ(Μ,Ν) -»· Hom(M,Jr(M,N) ) . 
For manifolds embedded in some Euclidean space and with the induced 
Riemannian structure, the sets {g 6 Hom (Μ,Ν) | d(g(x),f(x)) < δ(χ) 
and ||Dg(x)-Df(x)|| < 6(x) for every χ Ε M} give a base for the fine 
С -neighborhoods of f. 
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Let {С. I і е і } Ъ е а locally finite covering of M Ъу compacta and 
for each i € I let (U.,h.) resp. (V.,k.) be coordinate-systems around 
C. resp. f(C.). Given a set 6 = {&. \ i e 1} of positive numbers, define 
X„
 r as the set of g € Hom (Μ,Ν) such that 
Г »о 
g(C.)cV., Ik.fhT^xí-k.ghT^x)! < 6. and 
iDík.fhT^íxJ-Dík.ghT^Cx)) < 6., all i e I, χ € С . 
The sets of the form X. . form a base for the fine С -topology on 
f ,δ 
ΗοπιίΜ,Ν). This is the topology designated by С in the Séminaire 
Cartan [ 8 ]. 
The coarse С -topology is defined in the same way, but in the 
definition of a base element as above one only demands the inequality 
or. a compact subset of M. 
This topology is the one called С in the Séminaire Cartan; it can be 
defined without using a metric, as a compact-open topology. Notice 
that the fine and the coarse topology coincide only for compact M. 
1.2. 
Given manifolds Μ, N without boundary of dimension m, a normal map 
from M to N consists of: 
a vectorbundle ξ over N, 
a continuous map f : M •+ Ν, 
a bundle map lifting f,f : TM+e -*• TN+Ç mapping the fibers isomorphically, 
where ε is the trivial bundle of the same fibre dimension as ξ, say k. 
Remark : This definition is easily seen to be equivalent to C.T.C. Wall's 
[ 15 ] definition. 
Let D (2) be the open disk of radius 2, D(ç) the bundle of disks 
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of radius 1 associated to ξ. Then f can Ъе thought of as a map 
X = D (2) χ M -*· Y = ϋ(ξ), using projection and zero section, and f can 
Ъе considered as a kind of derivative for f. 
Now from the theory of Hirsch and Gromov (see V. Poenaru's talk 
in A'dam 1970 [ 10]) we deduce: 
PROPOSITION. In these circumstances and assuming M compact, there 
exists an immersion F : X -»· Y such that its derivative DF is homotopic 
to f as bundle isomorphisms. Given r, two choices for F can be connec­
ted by a path in the space of all immersions X ->• Y, continuous with 
respect to the coarse С -topology. 
Remark: In the more general case that M is not compact but f is proper 
к 
one would like to find an F which is proper if restricted to D (1) χ M 
and a homotopy which is also proper there. 
This however does not follow from the given reference. 
Now we apply the "lemme de Thorn au but" (Séminaire Cartan no. 6 
[ 8 ]) using Μ χ Μ χ Δ(Υ) as the submanifold of 
J0(X,Y) x J0(X,Y) = Χ χ Χ χ Υ χ Υ (Δ(Υ) с Υ χ Y is the diagonal). 
The assertion that F χ F, restricted to the complement of Δ(Χ) in 
Χ χ X does not hit the submanifold means that F|M is injective. So the 
lemma says that every fine С -neighborhood of F contains a new immer­
sion F', such that F'IM is injective, provided that 
2 dim X + 2 dim M + dim Y < 2 dim X + 2 dim Y, i.e. к > dim M. 
Remark: In the noncompact case with Ti proper at Μ χ D (1) we can choose 
F' near enough to F as to assure that F' is proper there. 
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Now F' is a homeomorphism M -»• F'ÍM) and the image F'(M) is closed in 
Ï. 
Remark: In the noncompact case that remains true because F' is conti-
nuous, proper and injective om M (see Munkres [ 9 ] page 20). 
According to Munkres [ 9 ] lemma 5·7. applied to A = M, using the 
fact that an immersion in codimension 0 is locally a diffeomorphism, 
there exists a neighborhood of M in X which is mapped homeomorphically 
onto an open part of Y by F'. 
Composing F' with a "scale-transformation in the D -direction" 
we achieve that M x D (l) is mapped homeomorphically by the composition 
k—1 F'' onto a closed part of Y whose boundary is F'MM χ S ). 
Now we will show that F' is regularly homotopic to F, and so is 
also consistent with f. 
LEMMA. Given f € Hom (Χ,Y), for each r there exists а С -fine open 
U Э f such that if g e U there exists a map h : [0,1] •+ Hom^X.Y), 
continuous with respect to the coarse topology, such that h[0,l] c: U, 
h(0) = f, h(l) = g. 
P r o o f following the model of theorem h.2. in Munkres [9 ] and 
using his notations: 
For g in a sufficiently small fine neighborhood of f, f(U.) с 0. 
implies the same is true for g. So it has become a local problem and 
we prove something analogous to Munkres' theorem 1».1. 
So be given A c V c V c U a s in loc. cit. and make the same У and 
a. Let f = f(l-V)+gy, F = af^+O-aJf then t. and F are constantly g 
where f = g and F1 = f- = g on A. Now one can go on as in theorem h.2. 
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loc. cit.; one constructs in the same way F., F and f . 
1 t
 Q.E.D. 
Keeping in mind that immersions form a fine open set in Hom (X,YJ 
we may choose U small enough as to assure that all h are immersions, 
if f is an immersion. 
Summarizing: we have found F'' such that: 
F " is an immersion of X = Μ χ D k(2), 
DF''is homotopic to f, 
F''is a homeomorphism of V = Μ χ D (1) to a closed part of Υ = θ(ξ) 
k-1 
with topological boundary V = Μ χ S 
1.3. 
According to the theory of Hirsch and Gromov (see V. Poenaru's 
lecture at A'dam 1970 corr. 2 [ 10 ]) the F just constructed is unique 
up to regular homotopy, hence so is F1'. 
So let H : [0,1] •+· Hom (Χ,Υ) map into the subset of immersions 
and be continuous with respect to the coarse topology, and assume that 
H(0) and H(1) are embeddings of Μ χ D k(1). 
We want to prove that H(0) and H(1) can be joined by a path in the 
1, 
space of embeddings of Μ χ D ( 1). 
We may assume - without loss of generality - that H is independent 
of t £ [0,1] for t > l-ε or t < ε for some ε > 0. 
PROPOSITION. In these circumstances there is a different path H' coin­
ciding with Η in a neighborhood of 0 and 1 and consisting of immersions, 
such that 
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ad H' : [0,1] χ Χ * Y 
(t , χ) •+ H'ttHx) is с". 
P r o o f . Let {К. I i £ 1} be a locally finite covering of X by compacta. 
For 
that 
fixed i ε I and t 6 [0,1] there exists a δ . € IR, δ . > 0, such 
d.fH'.HÍt)) < б^  . on К. -» Η' is an immersion. 1 ' t,i ι 
Because н|к. is continuous there exists a neighhorhood U. of t such that 
for s € Ut d^HÍshHCt)) < ?δ ^^  on Kj. So if H' is a path with 
d.(H'(s),H(s)) < 5δ . on K. for s € U then H'Cs) is an immersion on 
K. for s € U.. 
ι t 
We can find a finite subset Τ of [0,1] such that {U | t € T) 
covers [0,1]; let δ. = min {δ . | t £ Τ} then if аЛН'(s) ,H(s)) < δ. 
1 Χ , 1 Ι 1 
on Κ. for all s £ ΓΟ,ΐ], H'ís) is an immersion on K. for all s € [0,1]. 
Let δ be a strictly positive function on X such that δ < δ. on К. 
then if for all s d-ÍH'(s) ,H(s)) < δ one may conclude that H'(s) is 
an immersion everywhere. But according to Munkres' theorem U.S. I 9 ] 
œ 
one can then find an H' such that ad H1 is С (if the ε > 0 used there 
is sufficiently small nothing changes near t = 0 or 1 ). η τ? η 
у.ili. D . 
Extending H' by a constant path one may assume H' to be defined 
on IR. 
OD. . 
Because the image of H' : IR •* Hom (Χ,Y) consists of immersions 
and because ad H' : IR χ X -»· Y is с", the map 
G : IR χ Χ •* IR χ Y 
(t , χ) •+ (t,H'(t)(x)) is an immersion. 
Now we can find in any fine neighborhood of G another immersion G' 
which 
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i) coincides with G on ((-•»>,ε) L' (1-е,00)) χ Χ 
ii) maps [0,1] χ M injectively, provided that к > dim M+1. 
Suppose G'(t,x) = (s(t,x) ,g'(t,x)) then the С map 
S : (t,x) •* (s(t,x),x) is near enough to the identity map in the fine 
С -sense to be a diffeomorphism IR χ Χ •* IR χ Y, if G' was chosen near 
enough to G. 
We replace G' by G'' = G' о S which also satisfies (i) and (ii) 
and is of the form (t,x) •+ (t ,g' ' (t ,x) ). 
So there exists a neighborhood of 
(-«,0] x M x Dk(l) t' [0,1] χ M x 0 U [1,») χ M x Dk(i; 
in IR χ X which is mapped homeomorphically by C ' . 
By composing G'' with a "t-dependent change of scale in the D (l)-
direction" we achieve that a neighborhood of IR χ M x D (1) is mapped 
homeomorphically by the composition G''' (see sketch). 
I.U. 
In II.1.2. we have seen that F'' maps Μ χ D (i) homeomorphically 
k-1 
to a closed part V of Y such that Э corresponds to Μ χ S . This in­
duces a continuous "collapsing map" c„ : Y/3Y -»• /Э = S Γ4 ; here 3Y 
г 
is the space of the sphere-bundle of ξ. 
However с still depends on the choice of the embedding F'. We 
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want to show that с is well-determined up to homotopy. So assume two 
г 
choices have been made and the constructions of II.1.3. have been done. 
Let W be a neighborhood of Μ χ D (1) in X such that (-ε,Ι+c) * W 
is mapped homeomorphically by F'' onto an open part of IR χ Y. Then 
a) because the collapsing map с : V ->- /Э is continuous one has a 
continuous map (l χ с) о ( G " 1 ) - 1 : C ' U O , ! ] χ W) -• [0,i] х /Э . 
b) on [0,1] x Y - 0"·([0,1] χ M x Dk(l)) the map (t,y) ->• (t,») is 
continuous. (Here «• denotes Э /Э € /Э ). 
Both maps agree where they are both defined, so one gets a conti­
nuous map c G : [0,1] χ Y •> [0,1] χ /Э . 
Projecting onto the second factor and factorizing through [0,1] χ Y/3Y 
one finds a homotopy between the two choices for c^. 
Now consider a connected manifold N with basepoint η and a homomor-
phism from π (Ν,η) to a finite group тт. Denote the associated covering 
Tj ъ "χ« % 
space of N by N; this induces coverings Μ,Χ,ϊ etc. 
Then the map of covering spaces induced by the embedding F''' is 
a ^-equivariant embedding and hence induces a ir-equivariant map 
c^ , : Y/3Y -»-SM, uniquely determined up to ir-equivariant homotopy. 
From now on we will denote Y/3Y by Τ(ξ). 
1.5. 
If M and N are compact manifolds with boundary and (f,f) is a 
normal map M -*· N not satisfying f(9M) <= 3N, we may view M as a regular 
domain in a manifold without boundary. 
The theory of the preceding subsections with the obvious altera­
tions endows us with a homotopy-unique embedding of M x D (1) in Y as 
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к k-1 
a closed part with ЭМ χ D (1) U M χ S corresponding to the boundary. 
ι к So collapsing defines a map Τ(ξ)/Τ(ξ|3Ν) •+ 3 (М/ЭМ), and similarly in 
the equivariant case. 
Let (f,f) be a normal map between compact manifolds vith boundary 
(M,3K) and (N,3N) such that f(3M) с 3N. 
We introduce the following notation: 
X = Μ χ Dk(2) , Y= D(Ç) 
ЭХ =ЭМ χ В
к(2) , 3Υ = D(Ç |3Ν). 
Because ТМ| ЭМ = ТЭМ+ε. canonically, a normal map ЭМ •+ 9N is induced so 
there exists a corresponding immersion F. : ЭХ χ IR •+ 3Y χ IR such that 
F. I ЭМ x D ( I) χ IR is an embedding. So DF, is honotopic to f^M, using 
these identifications. 
Remark: As in II. 1.2. we consider f as a map X ·+ Y hence f|3M as a map 
ЭХ •* 3Y etc. 
Because ЭМ χ 0 с ЭМ χ [0,1] is a honotopy-equivalence, 
f(3M χ [0,1]) + id is homotopic to (f|9M) χ id Tr 0 ,ρ hence homotopic 
t o D F b x idT[o,i] = D ( F b * ^[o.i] 5 r e l ( Э Х * I R ) x 0· 
Extending this homotopy to Χ χ IR we get f', homotopic to f rel ЭМ 
and such that O(F^ χ id
r
„ ,,) = f'UM x [0,1]). b 10,1 J 
According to the relative immersion theorem of Hirsch and Gromov 
(see V. Poenaru's lecture, theorem 1' [10 ] ) there exists an immersion 
F : Χ χ IR •+ Υ χ IR extending F. χ idr .., on ЭХ χ [Ο,ΐ] χ IR such that 
DF is homotopic to f' rei ЭХ χ [0,1] χ IR , consequently homotopic to 
f rel ЭХ x 0 x IR. 
Using a relative version of the "lemme de Thorn au but" (compare 
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Séminaire Carian [ 8 ; exposé 7, corr. 7]) and "scale transformation" 
one replaces F by a similar F'' embedding Μ χ D (l). 
So we get a commutative diagram of embeddings: 
Fb x id[c,i] : э м * І ) к + 1 ( 1 ) x Í0'1] * D(?k+1|3N)x [0,1] 
у 
F " : Μ χ D k + 1(l) > D ( Çk+1 ) 
Here the vertical arrows are the canonical inclusions, using the 
isomorphism D(Çk+1|9N) χ [0,1] ^  D(Çk+1|3N χ [Ο,ΐ]). 
One proves exactly as in the absolute case that F, is uniquely 
determined up to homotopy of enbeddings, and for a fixed choice of F, , 
к+1 F 1' is determined up to a homotopy rel ЭМ χ [0,1] χ D (i), (see 
Β(ς|3Ν) 
ЭМхО 
ЭМхЗ 
8(ξ|3Ν) 
There exists a collapsing map D(ç) -* (D (l) χ M)/(Sk x M) = S k + 1M + 
mapping 3(ξ) to the base point; this yields a map 
с : Τ(ξ))= D(Ç)/SU) ->• Sk+1M+. This maps 0(ξ|3Ν) to Sk+13M+hence 
ι k+1 + 
с : Τ(ξ| 3N) -<• S (ЭМ) ; there results a map (still called c): 
Τ(ς)/Τ(ξ|3Ν) = D(Ç)/(S(C) U ϋ(ξ|3Ν)) + S k + 1(M/3M). 
Associated to the embedding of the collar ЭМ χ [0,1] с M is a 
collapsing map M •* СЭМ (the cone on ЭМ) which maps ЭМ с M to 
ЭМ χ 0 с СЭМ so М/ЭМ maps to S3M. 
This map is homotopic to the one which figures in the Puppe sequence of 
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the pair (М,ЭМ).Because a commutative diagram of embeddings yields a 
(strictly!) commutative diagran of collapsing maps, we find a commuta­
tive diagram: 
Τ(ξ|3Ν) *Τ(ξ) > Τ(ξ)/Τ(ξ|3Ν) > ST(Ç|3N) 
Sk+'(3M)+-^.Sk+1M+ »Sk+1(M/3M) » Sk+1(3M) + 
where с is determined up to homotopy by the normal map. Of course the 
same is true equivanantly with N,M etc. replacing N, M etc. 
1.6. 
We want to study the situation of a hordism between normal maps 
of manifolds with boundary. So let 
ЭМ. = ЭМ„ = М-, Ж = M. ¡J M0 (see sketch) 
and similarly for Ν; and for the normal map (f,f) : M -*• N one has 
f(M.) с И . , i = 0,1,2. 
1 1 ' ' 
We play it as in the last subsection: first we construct an em-
bedding F 0 of Μ χ D (1) and then an F1 of M1 χ D (1) which extends 
k+2, So F 0 χ idr0 ^ and an F 2 of M 2 χ D (1) extending F 0 χ idr0 ^ 
F- χ id and F„ χ id coincide on the collar 
k+? k+P 
M x D (1) x [0,1] x [0,1] <= M x D (1) with F χ id χ id and we can 
extend to the interior of M. 
We get collapsing maps c, uniquely defined up to homotopy: 
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Τ ( ζ | Ν 0 ) 
1 
Τ(ξ|Ν-) •> Τ ( ζ ) — i 
-> T Î Ç I N ^ / T C C I N Q ) - » · S T ( Ç | N 0 ) 
I 4 
-> τ ( ξ ) / τ ( ς | Ν 2 ) > S T U | N 2 ) 
Ι Ι | " 1 
τ ( ξ | Ν 2 ) / τ ( ξ | Ν 0 ) - > Ί(ζ)/Ί(φ^-* T ( Ç ) / T ( Ç | N 1 U H 2 ) ^ S ( T ( Ç | N 2 ) / T ( C | N 0 ) : 
¿ I l i 
S T ( Ç | N 0 ) 
k+2 + S κ„ 
з
 M2 
-> S T Í C I N , ) > S ( T ( Ç | N 1 ) / ( T ( Ç | N 0 ) ) - > S τ ( ξ | Ν 0 ) 
-^ 8 к + 2м·;-
-^s
k+V-
-> s k + 2 (M 1 /K 2 ^ 
-> Sk + 2(M/K, 
^ з
к + з
м : 
г 
•*
 S k +
,
V 2 
s
k + ? (K ? /M 0 ) > skj2(M/K1 ) · 
s^X 
JL+? (M/I^UMj,) 
Î + 3 + 
-> s κ 1 • 
-^ · s
k + 3 ( M 1 / M 0 ) · 
-^ s
k + 3 ( M 2 / K 0 ) 
-^ч 
i2. The cohomology of the collapsipg map. 
2.1 . 
As explained in II. 1 . a normal irap of manifolds f . M •* N gives 
rise to a irap Τ(ξ) •* S M . However, vith coefficients ir a π-irodale В 
one has 
F"ß,B) ^ ^(Й,В) S Hfk(D(ç),S(?),B) S HSïï+k(T(Ç);B) 
using the Poincaré- and the Thorn-isomorphism. We will show that ^n this 
way f,,, corresponds to c*. 
Furthemore we will show that in the case of manifolds with boun-
dary this corresponderce maps the homology ladder of f : (М,ЭМ) ->• (N,3N) 
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"к'M- le ^  + 
into the cohomology ladder of с : (Τ(ξ) ,Τ(ς|3N)) + (5лм;8лЭМ ). 
2.2. 
First consider t,ie simple case of a normal map f between mani­
folds with boundary (М.ЭМ) and (N,3N) not satisfying f(aM) с 3N. Ac­
cording to 1.5- this induces a collapsing map 
с : Τ(ζ)/Τ(ξ| 3N) ->• Зк(Й/ЭМ) associated to an embedding of Μ χ Dk( 1 ) 
into ϋ(ζ) (see sketch) 
R 
— f ^ K 
Denote M « Dk(1) by Ρ, Β(ξ) by Q, and Q-P by R. 
We may write down the following commutative diagram: 
' < 
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ГО 
Н
3(Й,ЭЙ;В) & 
Н ^
+ к ( Р / Э Р ; В ) < — ^ 
- > H S + k ( P , 3 P ; B ) « 
TT 
H s + k ( 0 / R ; B ) 
H ! + k ( Q , B ; B ) 
н ; (Й ;B 
- * H S + k ( 0 / 3 Q ; B ) 
uu. 
H S + k ( Q , 3 Q ; B ) ^ - ζ H s(ÎÎ ,3Îf;B) 
• nol 
5d 
N,3N 
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Here the isomorphisms in the tioundary are precisely the relative ver­
sions of those in II. 1. 
The commutativity of this diagram is obvious, except perhaps at 
(1) and (2); (l) is an application of 1.11.5 and (2) is an application 
of the naturality of the caO-product. Here 0 _ is the element in 
H 2 s + k(Q,R;IF 2) which is the image of both 0 p э р and 0Q э о (see 1.11.1. 
theorem 2). 
2.3. 
According to II. 1. a normal map f : (М,ЭМ) •* (Ν,3N) yields a 
system of consistent embeddings and the collapsing mars associatpd to 
them. Now we construct three diagrams related to Н(М), Н(М,ЭМ) and 
Н(ЭМ). Each of them is commutative for the same reason as the one in 
II.2.2. 
We introduce the notations (see sketch of the situation) 
Ρ = D k(l) χ M, 3
+
P = S k~ 1 χ M, Э_Р = D k(l) χ Э?*, 
Q = D(Ç) , 3+Q = S U ) , 3_0 = D U | 3 N ) , R=Ô^P, S=3_Q-3_P 
S 
3 Ρ 
3 
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! 3+Q 
Ρ 
R ¡ 
Э Q 
3 Ρ . 
CP 
Cr 
Н*(Й;В) 
ПО 
М,ЭМ 
H S + k ( P / 3 ^ P ; B ) < " H S + k ( 0 / R ; B ) 
TT + TT 
•Н^
+ к (Р,Э + Р;В) * H ^ + k ( 0 , R ; B ) . 
П 0
Р ,
Э
Р 
ψ 
Η" (Р,Э Ρ ; Β ) > Н^ (Q,3 0,;Β) 
5 ~ S ~ 
Н^ (Й,ЭЙ;В) •и" (Й,ЭН;В) 
H^+ k(Q/3+Q;B) 
- » H S + k ( Q , 3 + 0 ; B ) * = H S ( N ; B ) 
TT τ TT 
Ν,3Ν 
с * 
,s+k/ T s+k, 
Н^
 Л ( Р / Э Р ; В ) < H* (Q/FU3_0;B) 
-^Hf+lc(Q/3Q;B) 
H (М,ЭМ;В) t H ( Р , Э Р ; В ) < H (Q.RUS 0;B) » H ( 0 , 3 0 ; B ) ί H S (H,3N;B 
ПО. 
Р.ЭР 
Н^ (Ρ ;В) — » Н ^ (Q ;В) 
Н! (Й ;В) - = — * H' (îf ;В) 
N,3N 
t4 
CD 
Н
3(ЭЙ;В) 
H S + k O Р / Э Р ; В ) < " H S + k ( 3 Q/S;B) 
π — ο π — 
H S + k O Р,Э P;B) « H S + k O Q,S;B) 
π - Ο π -
^ Э Р . З Р , , , 
- о ( F | 3 _ P ) * ψ 
Hg (Э_Р ;В) ?.Hg 0 _ Q ; В ) ' 
Η эм 
s 
;В) > E" OÎf ;B) 
(fΙ э й ) , 
- » . H s + k ( 3 0/Э Q;B) 
π - о 
-*• H^ + k (3^Q,3 o 0 ;B)< í (ЭЙ;В) 
о 
•τ) 
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The groups at corresponding positions in the three diagrams occur 
in a long exact sequence. In this way one gets a commutative exact lad-
der corresponding to each arrow in the diagrams. 
a) for the arrows denoted by -*· that is the ordinary H,, or H* ladder of 
a map of pairs. 
b) for the arrows denoted by •+* that is a Poincarê-duality-ladder as in 
1. 11. it b or с 
c) for the arrows denoted by * that is a Thom-isomorphism-ladder as in 
1.11.5· 
2.1*. 
We consider the following situation: (f,f) a normal map 
(М,ЭМ) ->• (N,3N), M- a regular domain in M, j the inclusion M. с M, such 
that f maps M, = M-M. into 3N. 
So we can restrict to a normal map (М-.ЭМ..) -> (Ν.,SN.). 
One asks for the relation between c(f) and c(f|M.. 
Again let Ρ = Μ χ D k(1); analogously P. = Й χ D (1), 
Γ 
1 -"*! 
P- = Μ- χ D (1) , Q = D(Ç); we construct an embedding F : Ρ ->· Q as in 
the last subsection for manifolds with boundary; then F| P. is an appro­
priate embedding for M.. 
Now the inclusion P.. с Ρ gives rise to a collapsing map 
с : Р/ЭР •*• Р/(ЭР U P.J = Ρ·./3Ρ1 which figures in the commutative dia­
gram: 
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Q/3Q 
so we get: 
PROPOSITION. The correspondence defined in II.2. transforms the diagram: 
H^M^B) ; >Hg(M;B) into Н^+к(Р1/ЭР1 ;B) -»• H
S+k(P/3P;B) 
IT 
Η
π(Ϊί;Β) 
(с
г|м/ 
H^+k(Q/3Q;B) 
2.5. 
'ъ , л, ^ А Let е. Ъе the collapsing шар: М/ЭМ -*· M/M- - М./ЭМ. then с. can Ъе 
viewed as the k-fold suspension of e·. 
J 
S/Î4 Й • S/Ji ,Ji From the other hand; e. : H (М-.ЭМ.-.В) = H (M,M-;B) ->- H (М,ЭМ;В) 
J TT 1 I TT J TT 
corresponds Ъу Poincaré isomorphism to j^ : Η (M1 ;B) -»• Η (Μ;Β). 
§3. The construction of the q-jadratic form. 
3.1. 
Given a finite group π let A be the group ring IFO[T] oí" ^  
over the field IF-, endowed with the canonical involution 
- : (Ση g) ->• Ση g" . 
If I is a two-sided and involution-invariant ideal of A we consi­
der В = A/I. Now π acts from the left on Β β В; the quotient is isomor­
phic to В as an аЪеІіап group by b. β bp •+ b.b„; here the right action 
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of π on Β β В is transformed into the action of π on В Ъу conjugation. 
Furthermore the interchange Ъ- β Ъ ? -* Ъ ? Θ Ъ. on В β В corresponds 
to - on В. In particular the quotient of S В = В 8 В/зрап(Ъ.. β Ър - Ър β Ъ 
under the left π-action can Ъе identified with B/{b-b}. 
3.2. 
Since A is finite, it is certainly Artinian, hence if we take I to 
be the Jacobsonradical of A (i.e. the set of elements which generate a 
nilpotent two-sided ideal), the resulting В is semi-simple i.e. every 
B-module is projective, hence every short exact sequence of B-modules 
splits. 
This implies that for a chain-complex D of B-modules the canoni­
cal map Η (D;B) -»• Hom_(H (D);B) is isomorphic, and similarly the map 
H
n
(D) ->- HomB(H
n(D;B);B). 
If С is a chain complex equipped with a right π-action then 
D = (C β IF«) β В is a complex of B-modules. 
We then can identify 
Η
π(0;Β) with H (D) and 
η η 
Hn(C;B) with H n(D;B). 
7Γ 
3.3. 
Let f : (М,ЭМ) •+ (N,3N) be a map between manifolds (with boundary) 
of dimension 2s. Let Μ, N be defined as in II.I.U. Provided that f is 
of degree one i.e. f*0M^m = 0 H э и , the diagram 
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HS(M,3M;B) < Η3(Ν,3^;Β) 
π .* τ 
ПО Μ,3Μ ПО 
М,ЭМ „ N,3N 
H^UjB) > H¡(Íf;B) 
commutes, hence f* is injective and f,,, is surjective. 
We will use the symbol Ρ to denote the Poincaré-isomorphisms По.. .,, 
M,3M 
a n d n0N,3N· 
This implies a direct-sum splitting of HS(M,3M;B) as ker f
+
P θ im f* 
and,related to this, one of Η (M;B) as ker f,,, Φ Ρ im f*; similarly 
for Н5(Й;В) and H^M.SMjB). 
The canonical map j : Η (M;B) ->- Η (Μ,Βϊ^Β) preserves the direct-
sum splitting; and if f | ЭМ : ЭМ •* 3N is a homotopy-equivalence, the 
M J<,3M induced map j : ker f # •* ker Γ,, is an isomorphism, as is seen by 
diagram-chasing. 
Furthermore the obvious map < ,> : Н^(М,ЭМ;В) ->• HomB(H
S(M,3M;B) ;B) 
preserves the direct-sum splitting, and is an isomorphism in the case 
В has been chosen as in II.h.2. to be A/(radical). 
Consider the pairing S associated to the composition: 
HS(M,3M;B) -»• Ηπ(Μ;Β) -»• ^ ( M . S M J B ) •+ Нот
т
,(НБ(Й,ЭМ;В) ) 
π ρ s s Б π 
mapping χ to (у •* <y,x П 0 M > ), hence ß(y,x) = <y,x П 0 M э м> = 
(у υ χ) η о
м > э м . 
PROPOSITION.The restriction of 8 to P^ ker f^ is a nonsingular 
pairing. 
Remark: to be more precise we should write 
6(y,x) = E((y U χ) Π 0 M ) = <y U x,0 M э м> where E is the identifi­
cation of HQ(M;B 8 B) with B. 
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3.1*. 
We remark that Η iM,3№;Bj inherits a right π-action from В and 
HS(M,3M:B) a left action. The nataral pairing 
π 
< , > : H^iM.aMjB) χ HS(M,3M;B) ->- В has the properties: 
<gx,o> = g<x,o> 
<x,og> = <x,a>g. 
Furthermore it follows from the naturality properties of the cap-
product with respect to coefficient-homomorphisms that 
g x n Ö = (xnö)g i.e. the Poincaré-duality-isomorphism Π 0 is equi-
variant. This implies: 
PROPOSITIOH• 6 is "sesquilinear": ß(gy,hx) = gB(y,x)h" . 
3.5. 
We have seen in II. 1.5· that for manifolds with boundary (M,3M), 
(N,3N) of dimension 2s, a normal map f : M ->• N defines an equivariant 
map T(ç)/T(ç|3N) ->• S (М/ЭЙ) welldefined up to equivariant homotopy. 
In the following we consider χ £ H (м,ЭУ;В) satisfying c*(S χ) = О 
i.e. χ Π Ö„ ,,, € ker fA. Then the construction of I.Q.I, yields a 
Μ,ΒΜ
 ψ 
ψ (χ) € Η S + (Τ(ξ),Τ(ξ|3N);S2B) modulo some indeterminacy. By Thom-
and Poincare-isomorphism this cohomology-group is isomorphic to 
HQ(ÎÎ;S2B) = В/{Ъ-Ъ}. The image of ψ (x) by this isomorphism will be 
called q(x). 
According to 1.9· there is a relation between ψ (χ) and the 
с 
pairing (y,x) -*• c*S (y U χ ) , hence between q(x) and the image b(y,x) 
of c*S (y L x) in B. According to diagram II.2.3. b(y,x) is the image 
under f# of the Poincaré-dual of y U χ, so 6(y,x) = b(y,x). 
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Summarizing we have: 
THEOREM. Given a normal map as above, and denoting 
{x € HS(M,8M;B) | χ Π 0 M 3 M £ ker fJJ} Ъу К we have a pair (b,q) such 
that: 
(1) Ъ : Κ χ К •* В is biadditive. 
(2) b(y,gx) = b(y,x)g"1. 
"b(gy,x) = gb(y,x). 
(3) Ъ(у,х) = Ъ(х,у). 
С*) if f(3M) с: 3N, f is of degree one, and f | ЭМ is a homotopy equiva­
lence, then b is nonsingular. 
(5) q : К •+ В/{Ъ-Ъ} modulo indeterminacy. 
(6) q(x+y) = q(x)+q(y) + class of b(y,x). 
(7) q(x) + q(x) is welldefined and equal to b(x,x). 
(8) q(gx) = g q(x)g . 
The third property is a consequence of the commutâtivity of the 
cup-product: y U χ = T(x U y ) , where Τ is the coefficient-homomorphism 
Β β В -»· Β β В mapping Ъ β Ъ' to Ъ' β b; we also use the relation between 
this Τ and the involution on В explained in II.3.1. 
The last property is a consequence of the naturality of Sq, and 
hence of ψ , with respect to coefficient-homomorphisms. 
In other words: if we can prove that the indeterminacy of q 
vanishes, there will result a quadratic form in the sence of C.T.C. Wall 
[15, chapter h]. We will show the vanishing of the indeterminacy in the 
next few subsections. 
3.6. 
We consider В as a right module over ρ = Aut В and we apply the 
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theory of I.?· for the canonical homoir.orphisra π •+ ρ . 
We modify the definition of ψ , using the functional squaring operation 
equivariant with respect to IT and ρ. The considerations of the fore­
going subsection remain true since the relevant properties of the opera­
tions follow Ъу naturality from the properties proved in 1.8. and 1.9· 
for the p-equivariant case. 
Now the total indeterminacy is, according to I.7.2., equal to: 
s+1 к im Sq + im (S φ о с ) * ο R, 
χ 
where R is the restriction H* ·* H*. (as in 1.7.) 
ρ π 
We consider the two parts of the above sum seperately in the next 
subsections. 
3.7. 
We first prove that the first part of the indeterminacy vanishes. 
To this end we consider the following diagram: 
Hf^tîÎ.sîUB) j > H^+k-V(C),T(C|3N);B) 
s+1 Sq Thom-isomorphisms SqS + 1 
H^S(N,3N;B) Î! > H^S+k(T( ξ) ,T( ξ | ЭИ) ¡В) 
This diagram commutes because of the Cartan formula 1.6.3.: 
(notice that U is a IF^-cohomology class) 
S q S + 1 ( x U U ) = S q S + 1 x U U + Σ S q S + 1 " l x U S q V 
ξ
 Ç
 i>0 ξ 
and because of the next lemma: 
LEMMA. SqV = 0 for i > 0. 
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P r o o f . Because TM β ε = f*(TN » ξ) for a normal map f, we have for 
the Stiefel-Whitney classes v. : w(M) = f*(w(N) U w(ç)). 
Denoting the inverse of the total square Sq Ъу x(Sq), the relation 
w = Sq ν Ъetween Stiefel-Whitney classes and Wu-classes implies: 
v(M) = f*(v(N) U x(Sq)w(Ç)). Substituting this into 
<v(H) U x,öN53N> = <Sq х,0
и > э м
> = <Sq x,f*0 M ) 3 H> = <Sq f*x,ÖM53M> = 
= <v(M) U f*x,ÖM
 э м
> we find for the latter <v(N) U x(Sq)w(ç) L' x,0N 3N> 
using ΐ
Λ
ΰ,. ... = 0„ .... Hence Poincaré-duality for N implies 
* М,Ш N,dN 
v(N) = v(N) U x ( S q M ç ) , so x(Sq)w(C) = 1 and finally w(ç; = 1. 
However Sq U = w(ç) U U , so Sq U? = U . Q < E D 
Remark: One can also conclude that Sq U = 0 from the fact that ξ is 
fibre-homotopically trivial, because of Spivak's characterization of 
the normal spherical fibration [ 3 ]. 
Now the squaring operation at the left side of the diagram 
s+1 
vanishes because of dimensional reasons, hence the Sq on the right 
vanishes, which proves the assertion at the beginning of this subsec­
tion. 
3.8. 
It is more difficult to see that the second contribution to the 
indeterminacy vanishes. 
Consider the commutative diagram: 
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H2s+k(K(B,E+k);B') 
Ρ 
H2s+k(K(B,s+k);B· 
π 
-> H 2 s + k(S kK(B
>
s);B') 
Ρ 
^ H2s+k(SkK(B,s);B') 
H2s+k(T(ç)/T(ç|8N);B·), 
where t = S φ o c . 
χ 
The fact that t* о R = 0 follows from 
(t* о R) ο Η* = t* о H* о R = (H, о t) о R since H* is surjective if 
к К к к 
? 
В' = S B and H. о t is homotopic to a constant. k 
Tha t Η, о t is equivariantly homotopic to a constant follows from 
the fact that it classifies 
(Η. о t ) * χ , = t* SkY = c*(S kx) = 0 (because χ £ К) . 
к s+k s 
ρ 
That H* is surjective for the special choice of coefficients B' = S В, 
will he shown in the next few subsections. 
3.9. 
As we have seen in 1.8.7. the map 
H* . : H2s+k(K(B,k+s);B·) - H2s+k(Sk"1K(B,s+1 ) ;B' ) = H25"1"1 (K(B,s+1 ) ;B') 
k—ι ρ ρ ρ 
is isomorphic, hence h* is surjective exactly if its last composition 
factor is surjective: 
Hi " 2 s + 1 „2s+1, * : H " Чк(В,з+1);В·) - H " '(SK(B,s);B'). 1 Ρ Ρ 
Consider the following commutative diagram; we see by diagram 
chasing that to prove surjectivity of Η* = a, it is enough to know 
that η is surjective and ζ is injective. 
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H^S+1(K(B,s+l);B·; -*HpS+1(SK(B,s);B') - ^ - H ^ t H ^ B · ) 
Г 
f.TraftHg^SKCB.shlï'ghB·)-^ ^ I 
Traf(Hg (K(B,s+1);IF2);E') TrafiHg^gCR^IFg)^') 
(Here the upper row is exact and the lower one hss composition θ). 
3.10. 
We prove the 
LEMMA, ζ is isomorphic. 
P r o o f . We apply 1.8.5· with η = 2s+2; this yields a p-complex L 
and a commutative diagram: 
K(B,s+l) 
where H' is an equivariant homotopy-equivalence and L-SK(B,s) has only 
cells in dimensions at least 2s+2. So we can replace Η in the diagram 
II.3.9. by the pair (L,SK(B,S)). 
But as G. Bredon remarks after his 1.9.5· [ 1 ]> for a G-complex 
X without (n-l)-cells the pairing Hn(X;M) ->• Traf(H (X);M) is always 
—
η 
isomorphic. This obviously remains true if Η (Χ) is replaced by 
Η (X;IFj , if 2M = 0. 
—η ' 2 ' 
Applied to X = L/SK(B,s) this yields the desired conclusion. „ 
Ц..С.. и. 
3.11. 
There remains to he proven that η is surjective. This subsection 
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contains some general considerations needed to do that. 
s 
In the following we denote by A the IF„-vectorspace of stähle IF--
s 
cohomology-operations of degree s; let ω..,ω-,...,ω he a hase of A and 
let A he its dual. 
s 
Let V be a vector space over IF„, say with base e.,β„,...,e . 
The Eilenberg-Maclane complex K(V,s+l) is a Aut(V)-complex. Since, hy 
the Hurewicz theorem and the coefficient theorem, Η (K(V,s+1);IFp) = V 
canonically, there is a pairing A s 8 v d •* H 2 s + 1 (K(V,s+1 ) ;IF2) . It fol­
lows from the Künneth formula for K(V,s+l) = K(lF2,s+l)n, that the 
ш.(е*) constitute a base of Η {K{V,s+1);IF?), hence the pairing 
considered above is an isomorphism. 
Similarly there exists a pairing (using the cup-product): 
Α
Ξ
 β V d 9 V d β V d •* H2s(K(V,s);IF2) , mapping Sq
S
 β f - f β f and 
f S g - g e f t o O for each f and g in V . 
Hence there exists an induced map: 
A s β V d Φ S2(Vd)/{S(iS Θ f - f β f} •+ H2s(K(V,s);IF2) 
/ *\ * * 
and because the ω.(e.) together with the е.. U е.„ constitute a base of 
2s 
H (K(V,S);IF„) this is also an isomorphism. 
Furthermore we may identify the canonical map 
H2s+1(K(V,s+l);IF2) + H
2s+1(SK(V,s)lF2) = H
2s(K(V,S)jIFg) 
with the inclusion map: 
Α
ε
 β V d •* (AS β V d Φ S2Vd)/{SqS β f - f β f} . 
Hence we may identify H 2 (K(V,s+1);IF2) with A 9 V and 
H2s+1(SK(V,s);IF2) = H2s(K(V,s);IF2) with 
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{(σ,τ) € A в ф | c(Sqs β f) = τ(Γ β f),T(f β g) = τ(β β f)}. 
The canonical map H 2 s + 1 ( SK( V,s ) jIFg) ->• H 2 s + 1 (K( V,s+1 ) ;IF2) may be 
viewed as the projection onto the first summand. So there exists an 
exact sequence: 
0 ->• im(l+T) -> H2s+1(SK(V,s);IF2) •+ H 2 s + 1 (K(V,s+1 ) ;IF2) + 0 
For a subgroup J of Aut(B) we have: 
Н.(К(В,
Е
);1Г2)(
Аи
*
 B/J) = Hi(K(E,s)
J
;IF2) = Hi(K(B
J
,s);IF2). 
The foregoing considerations lead to an exact sequence of coeffi­
cient-systems : 
0 - im (1+T) •* H2s+1(SK(B,s);IF2) + H 2 s + 1 (K(B,s+1 ) jIFg) - 0 
where im (l+T) is the coefficient-system whose value at Aut B/ j is the 
image of 1+T : B J β B J ->· B J β B J. 
3.12. 
We can now prove the statement that η is surjective by applying the 
half-exact functor Traf( jB') to the exact sequence just derived. For 
both choices one can make for B': 
(a) B' = cok(l+T) i.e. B'Uut B/J) = cok (l+T: B J β B J + B J β B J) 
(b) В' = the coefficient-system constructed from the module 
S2B = cok ((1+T): Β Θ В •* В 8 В), 
one is left to prove that Hom (im (1+T), cok (1+T)) = 0. 
SUBLEMMA. Let V be a vectorspace over IF_ of dimension # 2. Let 
Τ : V e v - t - v e v map a β b to b β a. Then 
H o mAut ' І Ш ( 1 + T ) ' c o k (1+T)) = 0· 
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P r o o f . I t suf f ices t o show t h a t f E hom(im ( і + Т ) , сок (ΐ+Τ)) maps , 
х в у + y e x t o O . Suppose х в у + у в х / O ; t h i s means t h a t χ and y 
are independent hence we can choose а Ъазе е . , p p , . . . , e such t h a t е.. = χ 
and e 2 = у. 
e„ + Let f(e1 β e 2 + e2 β е^ = oe1 8 e1 + ee2 β e 2 + ye » ^ 2 
Σ ó.e,8e.+ Σ ε.β„ββ.+ Ε ζ..е. «е.. 
і>2 1 1 1 і>2 1 2 1 j>i>2 1 J 1 J 
Equivariance of f with respect to the element A € Aut V defined by 
Ae1 = e„, Ae_ = е., Ae- = e. for i > 2, implies that α = g and 6- = ε.. 
Equivariance of f with respect to the element A € Aut V defined Ъу 
Ae- = e.+e-, Ae« = e?, Ae. = e. for i > 2, implies that ß = α+β+γ hence 
α = В = Y, and ε· = 6.+ε. so = 0. 1
 ' 1 1 1 
Finally, equivariance with respect to the element A defined by 
Ae. = e.+e-, Ae_ = e„, Ae. = e. for i > 2, implies that 
f(e- β ер + е^ β e,) = ae., β e_ + ae„ β e.,; combined with the equivariance 
with respect to the element В given by 
Be1 = e.,, Be_ = e. and Be. = e. for i ^  1,3, this yields that 
fte. β e„ + θρ 8 e.) = ae. 8 6.+ ae1 8 e_ hence a = ß = γ = 0 and ζ = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Summarizing: this sublemma yields the surjectivity of η, hence the 
surjectivity of H, is proved and also the vanishing of the indeter­
minacy of q. We may thus state the 
THEOREM. A normal map between even-dimensional manifolds with boundary, 
inducing a homotopy-equivalence of the boundaries, gives rise to a 
nonsingular quadratic form in the sence of C.T.C. Wall. 
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%h. Properties of the quadratic forir. 
U.I. 
THEOREM. The quadratic form (q,b) is natural for inclusions of normal 
maps of the type described in 11.2.1*. with respect to: 
e* : {x € Н ^ М ^ Э М ^ В ) | c*|M Skx = 0} •* {x € Н^(Й,ЭЙ;В) | c*Skx = 0} 
P r o o f . Consider χ E НЕ(М1,ЭМ1;В) such that (cf| )*Skx = 0. 
If φ : М./ЭМ. -+ K(B,sJ is a map classifying x, then φ o e. is a map 
X I I Χ J 
classifying e.x and 
J 
S (ф о е.) о с-,,. = S φ о S е. о с.і.. = S φ о с. о с.і,. = S φ 
х J f Ι M, x J f|M1 χ j f|M Tx 
hence from the definition we see that 
ψ(χ) constructed from M and 
ψ(θ%) constructed from M. coincide in Η S + k ( T U ),T( ξ Ι ЭН) ;S2B) , 
J ' ρ 
hence q(x) = q(e.x) in В/{Ъ-Ъ}. 
Furthermore the computation 
( с ф )*Sk(x U у) = c*c*Sk(x U у) = c*(Sk(x U y)) = 
= c*Ske*(x U у) = c*Sk(e*x U e*y) 
shows that 
Ъ(х,у) = Ъ(е*х,е*у). Q.E.D. 
k.2. 
In the remainder of this section we will formulate and prove that 
the quadratic form (h,q) is, up to some equivalence-relation, invariant 
under bordism of normal maps. 
Consider a bordism of normal maps i.e. the situation of II.1.6. 
and let χ € Η (Μ,Μ ;B) such that с S χ = 0. Then there is a commutative 
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diagram, according to II.1.6.: 
S(T(Ç)/TU|NJ) * sk+1(M/M-) — — » sk+1K(B,s) 
2' 
S Φ„ ^ 
χ / / 
3(τ(ς|Ν1)/τ(ξ|Ν0)) » S^'ÍM./MJ,) / s " 'φ., 
χ 
Τ(ζ)/Τ(ξ|Ν1 U Ν2) • Sk(M/M1 U Μ0) 
where ι is the inclusion (Μ-,Μ»; с (Μ,Μρ). 
The vertical compositions are equivariantly homotopic to constant 
k+1 
maps, hence a functional operation associated to S φ.
+
 oc vanishes. 
In particular the image under γ of ψ(ΐ*χ), which is computed from 
S φ. j, oc vanishes. i*x 
We will show that the identifications of H2s+k+1(3(Τ(ξIN.)/Τ(ζ|N
n
);S2B) 
TT 1 и 
PQ-fV+l ρ 
and Η (Τ(ζ)/Τ(ξ Ν, U Ν„);S Β) with B/{b-b} correspond under γ. This 
π 1 ¿ 
shows : 
PROPOSITION. In these circumstances is q(i*x) = 0. 
U.3. 
We notice that γ is a map from the Puppe sequence of the inclusion 
T(Ç|N1 U Ν2)/Τ(ξ|Ν2) С Τ(ξ)/Τ(ξ|Ν2) hence we can identify γ* with the 
boundary-operator in the long exact sequence of this pair. 
Using the fact that the Thom-isomorphism preserves such a long 
exact sequence we can identify γ with the composition 
H^aX^B) г н2з(Г U 0?iS
2B) - H^a U L;S2B) 
g h ι 
1 δ 
H 2 ^ 1 ^ ^ , UH2;S
2B) 
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Finally: <&Ь*е*~'[χ,Ο^ = <h*g* 1χ,30
Ν
> = <hV" 1x,0 N υ N > 
= <x,g;140N у N > = <x,0N j N > in S
2B β IF2 = В/{Ъ-Ь}, 
which proves the assertion in the last subsection. 
As in ІіЛ.З. there are direct-sum splittings 
M,M 
н
І
+
і
( й
'
й
і
; В )
 =
 ker f
*
 ф p im fM ,м 
M 
H^M^B) = ker f
+
1
 φ Ρ in f J
 j M 
Н"(Й;В) = ker f^  β im f* .. 
'Г"0 
м 2 
and corresponding splittings of 
Н^(Й,Й2;В), Н^Й^^іВ) and Н^
+1(Й,М1 L' Й2;В). 
Furthermore the maps 
Н ^ Й . М ^ В ) H-H^jB) -н^(Й;В) 
map the kernels into the kernels and hence induce an exact sequence: 
(the kernel of a surjection of long exact sequences) 
M,M M 
ker f, •* ker f, •* ker f^ . 
i Ρ 
Similarly the maps 
H^(M,M2;B) + H^M, U M2,M2;B) = H^M, ,M0;B) ч· Г (Μ,Μ, U M2;B) 
map the images into the images; hence the direct-sum splitting is 
preserved. 
In II.1*. we showed that the cup-product on Η (Μ.,Μ ) induces a 
nonsingular pairing on ker Pf*. Notice that instead we can use cup-
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product and kernel from the isomorphic group H (M.. U M„,M 2;B). 
The three maps 
Г(М,М 2;В) — р 0 * Η^ίΜ,Μ^Β) •H s + 1(M,M 1 U M2;B) 
м,м1 им„ 
Нот
в
(Н^ + 1(Й
>
М 1 U М2;В);В) 
all preserve the direct-sum splitting and the first and last map are 
isomorphic (compare II.lt.). 
The middle map induces an isomorphism: ker f
+
 ' -»• ker f
+ 
м,м1 м,м1 и м 2 
if f : (Μ,-,,Μ^ ) •* (N0,Hn) is a homotopy-equivalence, because this implies 
that f, : НІ(Й1 U ftg.Ö^B) ->• H^(îi1 L' Й .Й^В) is isomorphic. 
We may conclude that the cup-product on 
S / ^ ^ \ s + l / ^ ^ ^ ч . . . 
Η (M,M„;B) χ Η (Μ,Μ
Λ
 U М„;В) inducesa nonsingular pairing с on 
TT £1 τι t ¿ 
м,м2 м,м1 и м ? 
ker Pf
+
 χ ker Pf* in the case considered. 
U.S. 
PROPOSITION. With the notations already introduced: 
Ъ(іх,у) = c(x,py). 
P r o o f . We have: 
ъ(іх.у) = <ixUy,0 M i U M 2 j M 2> = <i«Uy.?*80 M j M i U M 2> = <ee*(ixüy),0MiMiUM2> 
where g is the inclusion (M1 L' M2)0) с (M1 U M2,M2),and from the other 
hand: c(x,py) = <xUpy,ÖMjM U M >. 
Hence the statement follows from the fact that in general, given 
a triple X с Y с Ζ and maps as in the diagram: 
H"(Z,X;B) : > Hn(Y,X;B) * Hn+1(Z,Y;B) 
H 1 TT ρ TI 
«Ν» у/* 
Η
η(Ζ;Β) ·" Ηη(Υ;Β) 
π ττ 
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one has : 
6g(ixUy) = 6(gixUgy) = 6(j(hx)U(gy)) = (hx)W(gy) = xUpy. 
Q.E.D. 
h.6. 
Consider the category with objects the triples (К,Ъ,а), where К 
is a finitely generated left B-module and (b,q) is a quadratic form 
on В i.e. 
(1) Ъ : Κ χ К •* В is biadditive. 
(2) b(a1x,a2y) = a1b(x,y)a2. 
(3) Ъ(у,х) = Ъ(х,у). 
{k) Ъ is nonsingular i.e. induces an isomorphism К •> К = Hom_(K,B). 
(5) q : К •* В/{Ъ-Ъ}. 
(6) q(x+y) = q(x)+q(y) + class of b(x,y). 
(7) q(x) + q(x) = b(x,x). 
(Θ) q(ax) = aq(x)a for χ.y € К; в.^,в.?,а С В. 
The morphisms are the module-homomorphisms preserving b and q. 
This category has an obvious concept of "direct sum" (often called 
"orthogonal sum") hence one can define its Grothendieck-group. 
For Ρ a finitely generated left B-module we define H(P) to be the 
left B-module Ρ θ Ρ , equipped with the q which vanishes on Ρ and Ρ 
and with the b which vanishes on Ρ χ Ρ and Ρ x Ρ , and which is the 
canonical pairing on Ρ χ Ρ . 
The quotient of the Grothendieck-group by the subgroup generated 
by the elements of the form H(P) will be denoted by L(B). The construc­
tion of II.3.5. assigns to a normal map of even-dimensional manifolds, 
inducing a homotopy-equivalence of the boundaries, an element of the 
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group: LÍE) (if one is given a homoir.orphism тгЛн) -*• π). 
Given a finitely generated left B-module P, consider the set of 
mappings £ : Ρ χ Ρ -»• В such that: 
(i) ¿ is biadditive. 
(ii) і(а.^х,в.2у) = a1£(x,y)a2, a1 ,a2 € B; x,y e P. 
An involution Τ acts on this ahelian group by: (T£)(x,y) = l(y,x)·, 
given an element ¿ € coker( 1-Т) we can define a pair (b/,,q») by 
t>£(x,y) = l(x,y) + ¿(.y,x)i q^(x) = class of l(x,x). 
The assignment Ζ •* (bn,q») maps coker(l-T) bijectively to the set 
of pairs (b,q), satisfying (l)-(3), (5)-(8) above. 
For this fact we refer to [ 16 ]. 
h.l. 
LEMMA. Let X -»• Y •+ Ζ be an exact sequence of left B-modules and let 
i Ρ 
(b,q) be a nonsingular quadratic form on Y. 
Let с : Χ χ Ζ •* В also be a nonsingular pairing such that: 
q(ix) = 0 and b(ix,y) = c(x,py) for χ e X, у £ Y. 
Then (Y,b,q) represents 0 in L(B). 
P r o o f . Denote im i с Y by S. A map adb : S •* (Y/S) is induced by 
b because bCix.jiXp) = 0 for χ.,Χρ £ Χ. We state that this map is iso­
morphic. 
An element f e (Y/S) can be considered as an element of Υ , hence, 
because b is nonsingular, there exists a y € Y such that b(a,y) = fp(a) 
for all a £ Y. This implies that c(x,py) = b(ix,y) = 0 for all χ € X, 
y € Y; hence py = 0, so y € S. 
If s 6 S such that b(y,s) = 0 for all y G Y/S then s = 0 because 
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Ъ is nonsingular. This proves the statement. 
Because every B-module is projective, we may conclude that 
Y = S θ Y/S = S 9 S . Choose Ρ such that S » Ρ is a free module, say P. 
Then (Y,b,q) Φ H(P) is a quadratic form with underlying module 
Υ β Β β Ρ = F $ F which is free, and b and q vanish on S Φ Ρ = F. 
According to lemma 5·3. in [15 ] (but without mention of bases) 
the quadratic form is isomorphic to H(F). Because H(F) and H(P) re­
present 0 in L(B), so does (Y,b,q). 
У .iL .1). 
Summarizing: 
THEOREM. If a normal map of even dimensional manifolds is bordant to a 
homotopy-equivalence "over π" then the associated quadratic form re­
presents 0 in L(B). 
Remark: The condition "bordant ...." means the same as 'v- 0 in the 
notation of [15 ; page 86]. 
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THE RELATION BETWEEN THE QUADRATIC FORM AND THE SURGERY OBSTRUCTION 
§ 1. Generalities 
1.1. 
We recall the following from [ 15 , chapter 9]· 
Consider "objects" consisting of the following: 
compact manifolds with boundary (N1,3^ ) and (N,3N) of dimension n, 
a map f : (М,ЭМ) •* (N,3N) of pairs of degree one, inducing a homotopy-
equivalence: ЭМ •* 3N, 
a vectorbundle ν over N and a stable framing Γ of TM + f ν, and finally 
a map w : N •+ К (К a CW complex) such that Лн) factorizes as 
π^Ν) 5 π^Κ) * {±1}. 
Introduce the notation θ ^ 0 for an object θ as above to denote that 
there exist: 
compact manifolds (Р,Э Ρ,ЭР) and (O,3_Q,3
+
0) of dimension n+1 with two 
boundary parts, such that (M,3M) = (Э
+
Р,Э
+
Р П 3_P) and 
(N,3N) = (3
+
Q,3
+
Q Π 3_Q), 
a map g : (Р,Э
+
Р,Э_Р) -»• (Q,3
+
Q,3_Q) of degree one, extending f, and 
inducing a homotopy-equivalence: (Э_Р,Э_Р П 3
+
P) -*· (3 Q,3_0 Π 3
+
0) , 
a vectorbundle μ over Q extending ν and a stable framing G of TQ + g u, 
stably extending F, and finally 
an extension of w to a map Q •* К such that w..(Q) factorizes. 
The definition: θ1 ^ θρ if θ,,+ί-θρ) ^  0 (where + denotes disjoint 
union and - denotes change of orientation) defines an equivalence 
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relation on the "objects"; we denote the set of equivalence-classes 
by L (K); it has a natural structure of abeliar. group. 
On the other hand there are the Wall groups L (τ,ν), which for 
even η are defined in [ 15, chapter 5] as equivalence-classes of qua­
dratic forms over Ζ[π]. According to the cited reference the surgery 
obstruction defines an isomorphism s : L (к) -»• L ÍTT..(K),W) for η ±_ h 
if К has finite 2-skeleton. In fact it is stated there for Poincaré-
complexes N and Q instead of manifolds, but the fact that we are 
dealing with manifolds only irakés things easier. 
Now the constructions of the last chapter endow us with a map 
t : L (K) -> L(B), for π = π (К) finite; furthermore the operation of 
reducing a quadratic form over Ζ[π] to one over В induces a map 
г : L (IT,W) •+ L(B) for η even. 
In this chapter we prove the: 
THEOREM: rs = t 
by first constructing an element of L (к) mapping to an arbitrary given 
element of L (IT,W) and then showing that our quadratic form for this 
normal map is just the reduction of the given quadratic form to В 
coefficients. 
§2. The construction of a standard normal map. 
2.1. 
Assume η = 2s >^  6. Let X' be a connected compact manifold with 
boundary and fundamental group π. Let φ be a nonsingular quadratic 
form on a free module over R = Zfit] with base β.,β-,.,.β . (i.e. φ 
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represents an element of coker (1-T); compare U . U . ) . We are going to 
construct a normal nap to Χ χ [0,1] with the class of φ as its surgery-
obstruction, following [I?, theorem 5·8.]; our construction is adapted 
so as to allow the calculation of our (Ъ,д) for it. 
We base our construction on the following algebraic trick: 
define the quadratic form ψ on a free module over R with base 
e'e' ...e', e",e" ..e" Ъу ф(е!,е;) = ф(е ,eV) = ф(е!,е ) = 0 and i ¿ m 1 ¿ m i j i j ^ J 
ψίβ'.',β!) = ф(е.,е.); then the restriction of ψ to the submodule spanned 
-^  J -'-J 
by the ê. = e! + e'.' is just φ : ф(е.,е.) = ф( eî+eV ,e'-+e'.') = ф(е.,е-). 
" ι ι ι
J т
 ι J 1 1 J J v 1' J 
In applying C.T.C. Wail's theorem 5·8. to ψ, one does not introduce 
self-intersections. 
2.2. 
We choose 2m disjoint discs in the interior of X and for each one 
we choose a path connecting it to the basepoint * of X; that is equi-
valent to choosing liftings to the universal covering X; composition 
s—1 s-1 2s-1 
with the standard embedding S χ [-1,1] χ D •* D yields 2m 
n\0 disjoint embeddings (f!) and (fV) 
s—1 Ξ—1 
Let E be the "northern hemisphere" disc in S . Now there are 
s-1 s-1 
embeddings Γ. : [0,1] χ D x D •+ int X such that 
1) Г. I [0,i] χ D S" 1 χ D S" 1 = (f!) 0 | E S" 1 χ [-1,1] χ D 3" 1, 
2) Г
і
 | [8,1] x D 3 - 1 χ D 5 - 1 = (fV)0 Ι Ε 3 - 1 χ [-1,1] χ D 3" 1, 
3) Γ- | [0,1] χ 0 χ 0 yields together with the chosen paths a zero-
homotopic loop. (We identify [-1,1] with [0,1;] resp. [?,1].) 
We subject the (f!) and (f|¡') to simultaneous regular homotopies 
η! resp. η'.' to new disjoint embeddings (f!) and (fV) such that the 
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s-1 induced "framed immersions" η χ id : S χ [-2,1] -* Χ χ [-2,-1] 
have intersections and self-irtersections as described by ψ. (For 
details on this, see [ 15 , proof of theoreii 5·θ.]).Hence (f) and 
(f") are also "connected by Г.". We may assume that the homotopies, 
s-1 
restricted to the complement of E , remain disjoint from the im Г . 
From now on we denote n'(t+2) by (f 1) 1 and n"(t+2) by (f")1. 
We can use the Г. to construct the connected sum (f
:
:)'t of the 
framed spheres (f{) and (f") . To be more precise: 
я—1 s—1 n—2 s 1 
Write S as D U [0,1] x S" U D ; this yields also a splitting 
of SS"1 χ DS~1 χ [-1,1]. Define (f ) г as 
t s— 1 
(f) at the "southern hemisphere" on the first D simunand, 
t Ξ— 1 
(f") at the "soutnern hemisphere" on the second D sunmand, 
s-2 " t 
and on the [0,1] χ S summand we define (f ) as Γ composed with the 
embedding ([0,1] χ S 5 - 2) χ ([-1,1] x D5"1) ->- [0,1] χ DS~1 χ DS"1 map­
ping (τ,ν,σ,χ) to (s - -ñ— cos χτ, ν(1 - —Ξ— sin χτ),χ). (see sketch) 
D 8 - ^ 8 - 1 
Idertifying Ss~1 with {(a,v) € [-1,1] χ IRS 1 a2+[vl2 = 1} and 
replacing in the above formula ν by the pair (ajv) we find also an em­
bedding: ([0,1] x SS~1) χ ([-1,1] x D8"1) - [-1,1] χ ([0,1] x DS"1xDS"1: 
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The image of this map under idr_1 .-ι χ Г. in [-1,1] χ X fits together 
with the image under id χ (f!) and id χ (fV) of 
([-1,1] x S 
Ξ-1 Vs) χ ([-1,1] χ E S 1) where 
OS denotes {(a,v) e [-1,1] x E S 1 a 2+|v| 2 < 1}, 
In less precise language: we can form the connected sum of the two 
cylindres defined by id χ (f!) and id χ (fV) inside [-1,1] χ X. (see 
sketch.) 
We will denote this subset of [-1,1] χ X by T. 
1xf I 
\ in [-1,1]XX 
,s-1 „s-1 
Now we can define the manifolds Y , Y, , Y' and Y": 
а о 
Y consists of [-2,1] χ X together with handles D s χ D , glued ac-
J „s-1 
cording to the embeddings (fj)1 and (fV)1 : S χ D s •* X x 1 . 
Y. consists of [-2,0] χ X U Τ together with the same handles; hence 
Y. is a regular domain of Y . It can also be considered as [-2,0] χ X 
D a 
together with handles, glued according to the embeddings f.. (See the 
picture. ) 
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Y' is constructed in the same way as Y , but only using the ( f ! ) 1 ; simi­
larly 
Y" is constructed gluing only the second set of m handles to [-2,1] χ X. 
In the next subsections we construct a normal from Y to X x [0,1] 
and consider the induced normal maps on Y, , Y' and Y". 
Xx 1 
ΧχΟ 
Xx-1 
Xx-2 
¿ Т Т ^ 
2.3. 
Now that we have defined the manifolds involved we are going to 
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define the normal maps. First we give a more detailed account of the 
framings in the proof of theorem 5·0. of [15]. 
Consider X and the regular homotopies η. of the framed spheres 
Ξ-1 
S , which were embedded in the standard way; we can view these homo-
s-1 topies as "framed immersions" Ξ χ I -*• Χ χ I. Together with the 
standardly embedded framed discs D s that yields a framed immersion of 
(D S,S S" 1) into ( X x I , X x l ) i . e . a map 
j : (D S,S S~ ) χ D s -»· (Χ χ I, Χ χ 1 ). Denoting by ρ the projection 
Χ χ I •+ X we have a map from 
Y = Χ χ I U handles to X, viz. f = ρ U ρ o j. 
A trivialization F of T(X χ I) + p*v (with ν = \> there is a 
canonical one) yields a trivialization of j*T(X χ Ι) Φ j*p*v. 
We identify j*T(X χ I) with the tangent space of the handle by 
(iditiy · -l)oDj which is possible because j is an immersion, hence Dj 
is isomorphic. The union of these trivializations is a trivialization 
of T(X χ I U handle) + (p U ρ о j)*v = ΊΥ + f*v. 
Our trivialization is the correct one at Χ χ I. In [15, page 10] 
C.T.C. Wall argues that there exists essentially one trivialization for 
the handle and that the only thing to be cheeked is that that one behaves 
right on the intersection of the handle with Χ χ I. Because the trivi­
alization we constructed for the handle does behave right on the inter­
section, it is the correct one. 
In analogy with this situation we can "fold Y along X x 0": 
j maps the handles to Χ χ [-2,-1] using the regular homotopy, and maps 
Χ χ [0,1] to Χ χ [-1,0] by: (x,t) -* (x,-t). With the aid of p: 
X * [-2,0] •+ X that yields f : Υ -»-Χ. Constructing the framing in 
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analogy with the above is also straightforward. 
By restriction we have j, f and F at our disposal for Y, , Y' and Y". 
2.1». 
The f we constructed in the last subsection is a map to X; however 
we need maps to Χ χ I. 
Consider a bordism (L,3
+
L,3_L) as in 1.11.1. and а шар f : L •+ Ζ 
such that f(3
n
L) с 3Z. By a homotopy we achieve that in a collar 
Ι χ ЪЛ, с Э L f maps (t,x) as (l,x); in particular it maps the collar 
to 3Z. Now define f1 : ( L ^ L ^ L ) ->• (Zx[0,l], Zxl Ι' 3Ζχ[0,1], ZxO) 
by taking the second coordinate equal to the minimum of 1 and (l/e) 
times the distance to Э L, for sufficiently small ε > 0. 
A trivialization of TL+f ν yields one of TL+f.ip v ) , because 
pf. = fjwhere ρ is the projection Ζ χ I -*• Z. 
In this way we get from our construction a normal map of manifolds 
with boundary of equal dimension n. Notice that Χ χ [-1,1] U handles is 
mapped to Χ χ 1 сэ(Х χ I) and hence that we have the situation of the 
"naturality theorem" II.U. 1. for the inclusion Y. с Y . 
Similarly for the inclusions of Y' and Y" in Y . 
§3. The computation of the quadratic form for the model normal map. 
3.1. 
The idea of the computation is as follows: 
we compute the quadratic form for Y, using the naturality theorem from 
the quadratic form for Y ; 
this we compute using naturality from the quadratic forms for Y' and Y"; 
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we compute the quadratic forms for Y' and Y" also Ъу naturality from the 
one for a certain manifold Y. , which is a boundary, and we apply IIA.2. 
We carry out the construction of C.T.C. Viali [15 , theorem 5·8.] 
for the quadratic form H(R ); that yields a normal map f : Y ->• Χ χ I, 
inducing a homotopy-equivalence of the boundary because the form is 
nonsingular. 
There are two sets of s-spheres, S. and 5„, corresponding with the 
first resp. second half of the standard base of R ; each of the spheres 
consists of the original s-disc, the regular homotopy η of its boundary 
and the core of the handle (see sketch). These spheres are mapped by f 
to zero-homotopic spheres. 
Now Y. has the homotopy-type of the one-point union of X and the 
2m s-discs, in such a way that f corresponds to the projection on X. 
Hence with coefficients M equal to R or В the kernel of 
f
+
 : H^(î. :M) ->• H^X x I;M) vanishes except for j = s, 
J n j 
and in that case it is equal to M * ; the generators are represented by 
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the spheres in S. and S„. 
Now we can do surgery on the collection of s-spheres S because 
these are embedded with trivial normal bundle and without mutual inter-
sections. Because the associated elements of R generate a subkernel 
of HÍR1"), the result of this surgery is a homotopy-equivalence (in fact 
it is a diffeomorphism). 
We introduce the following notations: 
Ζ = the trace of the surgery i.e. Υ, χ I U the m (s+1)-handles, 
z 2 = Yh, z, = 3Z-z2, z 0 = z1 η z 2 = 3Z2. 
Then we can apply II.h.2. and we conclude that q and b vanish on the 
part of ker f^P с Hs(^h,3Ìfh;B) which is in the image of Η ^ , Ζ ^ Β ) . 
Now according to 1.11.1*. the following diagram commutes: 
, where Ρ denotes Poincaré duality. 
H ¡ + 1 ^ , ? ! 2 ; B ) - ^ — * H ¡ ( ^ ; B ) 
Now H1T+ (^ ,^ 2;B) = Β Π with the elements represented by the (s+l)-
handles, which were glued to Y during the surgery, as a base; hence 
the image of it under Э is represented by the s-spheres S 1. 
We conclude that q and b vanish for the first m base elements of 
ker f
+
P. The same is t^ue for the second m base elements, as is seen by 
interchanging the roles of S 1 and Sp in the above discussion. 
3.2. 
Had we applied the construction of [ 15 , theorem 5·8.] only for 
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the first m base elements of H(R ), so with vanishing quadratic form, 
then ve would have got the construction of the normal map Y' -> X « I. 
We now apply the naturality theorem II.lt.1. to the inclusion Y' с Y . 
By Poincaré duality e- corresponds to j m in homology. 
J 
It is clear that ker (flY1)* has a base represented by the collection 
S1 of m s-spheres and that j,,, maps this to the first half of the base 
er f+. 
We conclude that for f : Y' •* Χ χ I q and b vanish identically, 
because they did so on the first half of the base of ker f
+
. 
The same is true for Y". 
3.3. 
We apply the naturality theorem II.U.1. to the inclusion Y' с Y . 
Ker (f|Y )„ has a base consisting of elements e' ,el,. . .e' ,β'.',ε",. . .e", 
which are represented by s-spheres as was the case for Y, ; the first 
half of those spheres are in Y'. 
This tells us that q and b vanish on the corresponding elements 
of ker (f|Y )4P. The same can be said about Y" с Y and the second half 1
 a
 ¥
 a 
of the base. 
Finally b(P e'.'.P e'.) can be viewed as the intersection-number 
ι J 
of e'.1 and e!, reduced from R-coefficients to B-coefficients. This number 
is equal to the intersection-number of the corresponding spheres, hence 
by construction to ф(е. ,e-) (compare III.2.1.). Hence 
ι J 
b(P eV,P- e!) = гф(е.,е.), where г denotes the reduction. 
ЗЛ. 
Finally we apply the naturality theorem II.lt. 1. to the inclusion 
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к : Y, с γ . Кег (flY. )
л
 has a base consisting of elements ê,,ê0....,ê , b a ' Ъ * \ ¿ m 
which are represented by the spheres formed by in η, Τ and the cores of 
the handles. In Y these can be viewed as connected sums of corresponding 
spheres from Ξ, and S„; hence k^ê. = e! + e1.' so e. maps P~ ê. to 
P^e! + P'V'. 
ι ι 
We have 
qtP"1?.) = q(p-1e!) + q(P"1eV) + b(p-1e!,p-1eV) = 
= 0 + 0 + гф(е
і
,е
і
) = rqЛ е ^ . 
btP'^^P"1?.) = biP"^ '.'^ -^ '.') + biP"^!,?'^!) + 
1 J 1 J 1 J 
+ b(P"1e'.,,P"1e^.) + biP"^!,?"^'.') = 
= 0 + 0 + гф(е
і
,е.) + гфСе-.е^^) = 
= г Ъ (е. ,е.) , 
φ ι J 
which completes the calculation of this section. 
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SAMENVATTING 
De techniek van chirurgie wordt gebruikt om te onderzoeken of een ge-
geven afbeelding van variëteiten bordant is met een homotopie-equiva-
lentie. In dit proefschrift wordt de techniek van W. Browder om de bij 
een dergelijk probleem optredende obstructie met algebraïsche topolo-
gische middelen te vinden uitgebreid van het enkelvoudig samenhangende 
geval naar het geval van een eindige fundamentaalgroep. 
Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van middelen van de equivariante alge-
braïsche topologie en van de differentiaaltopologie. 
In hoofdstuk I wordt hiertoe de equivariante algebraïsche topologie 
van G. Bredon en Th. Bröcker verder ontwikkeld, met name door de con-
structie en bestudering van equivariante cohomologie-operaties. Deze 
blijken naast de vertrouwde, ook eigenschappen te bezitten (stellingen 
6.U. en 7.3.) die in het klassieke geval niet aan de dag treden. 
In hoofdstuk II 91 wordt het chirurgie-gegeven vertaald in een equi-
variant topologisch gegeven, waarna in §2 en §3 met de technieken van 
hoofdstuk I hieruit een niet-singuliere kwadratische vorm in de zin 
van C.T.C. Wall wordt geconstrueerd. In §U worden enkele belangrijke 
eigenschappen van deze constructie afgeleid. 
In hoofdstuk III wordt door berekening van deze vorm in een voldoend 
algemene situatie, aangetoond dat de geconstrueerde grootheid de chi-
rurgie obstructie ten dele vastlegt. Het probleem, gesteld door 
L. Shaneson, om de chirurgie-obstructie zonder voorbereidende chirurgie 
te bepalen, is aldus door de resultaten van dit proefschrift in belang-
rijke mate opgelost. 
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STELLINGEN 
1. Het simpliciale complex met hgekpuntenverzameling a.,b, . . . ,Z 
bestaande uit de simplices 
аЦ, {¡ca, ЦЬ., ЦІ, {¡hl, ¿кг, ¿ij, 
za.j, jak, kad, ckd, ¿kg, gjl, jgb, 
bgd, gid, dzk, dkc, klc, clb, bti, 
jb¿, cba., abd, гд^, {¡gk, ktj, ¿Ík en hun zijden 
vormt een triangulatie van het orienteerbare oppervlak van geslacht 
twee op zodanige wijze, dat in elk hoekpunt precies zeven simplices 
elkaar ontmoeten. 
2. Voor een coketencomplex E met coaugmentatie e en met daarmee 
consistente cup-i-producten U zij de kegel CE van E gedefinieerd 
i 
door (CE)n = Cn 9 Cn~ voor η > 0 en (CE) = С Φ Ζ, met corand-
operator δ gedefinieerd door 6(а,Ъ) = (6a, 6Ъ - (-1) a) voor 
a £ С en 6(а,Ъ) = ( a, e(b) - a) voor a € С , en met coaugmentatie 
e gedefinieerd door e(l) = (e(l),l). 
Dan wordt een daarmee consistent stelsel van U - producten 
i 
gedefinieerd door: 
(a,b) U (c,d) = (a U e, a U d + (-l)mn+1 d U b), indien 
i i i i-1 
а 6 Cm+\ с € Cn en i > 0; 
(a,b) U (c,d) = (a U с, a U d) indien с e C n en η > 0; 
О 0 0 
(а,Ъ) U (c,d) = (a U с, a U e(d) + d b) indien с e С 0, dus d € Ζ. 
О 0 0 
Met behulp hiervan kan een natuurlijk stelsel van cup-i-produc­
ten voor het singuliere coketencomplex van een willekeurige ruimte 
worden geconstrueerd. De U is die van Alexander en Whitney en dus 
О 
associatief. De operatie a U met vaste a is een derivatie over U. 
1 О 
3. Zij ρ de partitiefunctie, d.w.ζ. ρ(η) is het aantal manieren 
om η te schrijven als som van natuurlijke getallen. 
Dan is het aantal manieren om η te schrijven als som van verschil­
lende oneven getallen op zodanige wijze dat een even (resp. oneven) 
aantal daarvan congruent is met 3 of 5 modulo 8 gegeven door 
Σ ρ(~Γ ^ - ^ ' w a a r gesommeerd wordt over de natuurlijke getal­
len к die modulo θ congruent zijn aan η (resp. n+h). 
1*. Laat V en W vectorruimten zijn van eindige dimensie. Laat voor 
i = 1,2,3 К. een lineaire deelruimte zijn van V, L. een lineaire 
deelruimte zijn van W en P. een lineaire afbeelding zijn van V naar 
W. Er bestaat een lineaire afbeelding A van V naar W zodanig dat 
(A-P.)(K.) С L. voor i = 1,2,3 precies als aan de volgende vijf onaf­
hankelijke voorwaarden is voldaan: 
1) Er bestaat een A met (A-P.)(K.) С L. voor i = 1 en i = 2. 
2) Analoog voor i = 1 en i = 3. 
3) Analoog voor i = 2 en i = 3. 
h) Het probleem is oplosbaar als men elke L. door L.+Lp+L, vervangt. 
5) Het probleem is oplosbaar als men elke K. door К..ПК?ПК vervangt. 
5. Zij k een lichaam en zij В = k[X]/(X ); k is te beschouwen als 
een moduul over R waarbij X als 0 werkt. 
Dan is een willekeurig ketencomplex С van vrije R-modulen equivalent 
met het complex gevormd door de R-modulen H (C;k) β R en de homo-
morphismen Β β X, waar В : Η (C;k) -»-Η -(Cjk) de Bokst ein-operator 
is, geassocieerd met het exacte rijtje van R-modulen: 
0 •* XR •+ R + R/XR •* 0. 
De ketenequivalentieklasse van het ketencomplex С wordt dus vastge­
legd door diens homologiegroepen en Boksteinoperaties. 
1 2 
6. Beschouw een inbedding f van de volle torus S κ D in de 
•a ι 
drie-spheer S , zodanig dat de hartlijn f(S χ O) een klaver -
bladknoop beschrijft, en zodanig dat het "linking-getal" van 
f(S χ 0) en f(S χ ρ) voor p€D gelijk is aan -2. 
Het resultaat van het doen van chirurgie op S door middel van f is 
een variëteit met als fundamentaalgroep de binaire oktaedergroep 
(van orde hñ). 
7. Bij het bewijzen van stellingen als de volgende kan met vrucht 
gebruik worden gemaakt van de meetkunde van twee-dimensionale 
variëteiten: 
Een ondergroep, welke isomorf is met Ζ 9 Ζ, van een geamalgameerd 
product G. * G- over een eindige groep H, is geconjugeerd met een 
1 Η ^ 
ondergroep van G. of van G-, 
8. In algebraïsch-topologische bewijzen wordt vaak gebruik gemaakt 
van ineenstortende spectraalrijen in gevallen, waarin volstaan kan 
worden met een eenvoudig ad hoc argument. 
9. De ruimte van minimale geodeten tussen twee vaste antipodale 
punten in de Stiefel-varieteit V ^ R " = {(χ,y) e IRn χ IRn; 
<x,x> •
 <
У)У> - 1, <Х|У > = 0} is homeomorf met de suspensie van de 
Stiefel-varieteit V 0 IR
n
"
2
. 
10. De voorzieningen, welke door de overheid worden getroffen ten 
gerieve van de automobilist, gaan vaak ten koste van de voetganger. 


